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Education to be addressed

Tax hikes not planned
during current session
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
House Speaker Bobby Richardson said today it is unlikely any
tax increases will be approved
by the current session of the
General Assembly.
"I don't see any major
revenue-generating issues coming before the General
Assembly," Richardson said at
a news conference in his office.
Improving the state's educational system, the greatest
challenge facing the
Legislature, probably can be addressed without new taxes, he
said.
"We don't necessarily have to
raise taxes to start and to put in

place an educational system,"
he said.
The Glasgow Democrat
disagreed with the possibility
that lawmakers, including the
100 House members up for reelection this year, would rather
wait to handle education issues
in a possible special session in
1985.
"I don't think we can call this
a do-nothing General Assembly.
Before it is over, it will be
designated the education session," he said.
"The most I hear about taxes
is from you people," Richardson
told the reporters gathered in
his office.
Even within the budgetary
constraints imposed by the

recession, many things can be
accomplished, Richardson said.
Figures issued by the Revenue
Cabinet in the past two months
indicate Kentucky may be pulling itself out of the economic
doldrums, he said.
Nevertheless, Richardson did
not rule out the possibility of approval of an educational reform
package that would include new
taxes based on very restrictive
standards.

4

Richardson said his personal
priority for education is lowering the pupil-teacher ratio in the
first three grades of elementary
school. He acknowledged that
such a plan would require increased financing for education

Citizen group formed to study
Calloway drug, alcohol policy
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
After nearly two hours of emotional debate with parents and
students Thursday night, the
Calloway County School Board
created a citizens-based committee to study the district's
drug and alcohol policy.
The action was prompted by
protest to the board's twosemester expulsion Monday
night of a student for possession
of alcohol on school grounds.
The more than 40 students and
parents who packed the school
board building said the expulsion was harsh and unfair, given

the circumstances of the offense
and the student's lack of
previous offenses. Airone parent
put it, the student is "a good
kid," and the group urged an
alternative policy that would
give first offenders a "second
chance."
The board, legally prohibited
from publicly discussing the
details of expulsion cases, held
firm in its action. And though
Chairman Jerry Overbey,
trustee Ferrel Miller and
Superintendent Jack Rose
strongly defended the current
policy, the board unanimously
approved Walter Byars' motion

to create a large committee to
study the issue. Miller had first
proposed a committee appointed
by Overbey, but withdrew his
motion in favor of Byars'.
The committee will comprise
five citizens from each of the
five board members' districts,
appointed by the board
members; the five high school
junior class officers; Rose,
Assistant Superintendent
Johnny Bohannon and high
school principal Jerry Ainley;
and the board itself. The committee is to report its conclusions to the board after the
(Continued on Page 2)

Unlucky day?

dearing tonight
Mostly cloudy with a 30 percent chance of a mixture of
light rain, sleet and snow this
morning and flurries this
afternoon. High from 35 to 40.
Light south winds shifting to
northwest 10 to 15 mph. Clearing and colder tonight. Low
from the upper teens to lower
208. North winds 5 to 15 mph.
Mostly sunny but cool Saturday. High in the lower 30s.
Northeast winds 5 to 15 mph.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
354.0
Kentucky Lake
354.2

ItVlot over; there's three

Friday the 13ths this year
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Special Correspondent
RIDGEFIELD, Conn.(AP) — This is the day, Friday the 13th
— and there will be three of them in this Leap Year — when all
abroad in the streets should avoid stepping on pavement cracks,
encroaching on the path of black cats, walking under ladders or
breaking mirrors.
Presidential candidates trudging through the snows of New
Hampshire or caucusing in Iowa should save a few of the grains
of salt that traditionally accompany their pratory to toss over
their left shoulders in case they encounter any of these omens of
evil or find themselves occupying the 13th chair at a press conference or dinner party.
And, of course, the same goes for April and July when the ill
bodings of Friday the 13th will again be visited upon us. Three
unlucky days in the same year may not be a record, my tea-leafreading Irish in-laws inform me, but it is no year to go about cutting down blackthorn bushes, stomping on fairy forts and leaving
one's hat on the bed.
Practitioners of the black arts and dealers in tarot cards look
upon Friday the Thirteenth with double trembling and despair
because the day combines two of the most fearsome superstitions
In almost every culture: the day Friday and the number 13.
Adam and Eve,according to the traditions of the old Anglo Saxon church, ate the forbidden fruit on a Friday and died on Friday.
Friday was the day of the Lord's crucifixion. Friday is the
Mohammedan Sabbath, but it is held to be an unlucky day by the
Buddhists and Brahmins.
According to the medieval romances, all the troops of fairies
and elves are converted into hideous beasts on Friday and remain so until Monday. Yet Scandinavians regard Friday as the
luckiest day in the week, and in Scotland it is considered a choice
day for a wedding.
Christopher Columbus had a thing about Friday.
(Continued on Page 2)

Vocational center
for county awarded
accreditation honor
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YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Mom LtsigSr I Times
by 5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or
by 3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30
p.n. weil 6 p.w., Manley titre* FriIvy, w 3:30 p.w. sei1 4 p.w. Sister-

days.

AN UPLIFTING JOB — Workers at the Calloway County Courthouse remove a portion of the
building's east
stairway in preparation for the installation of a 2,500-pound Otis elevator. Scheduled
to run between ground
level and the second floor, the new car should be in operation in approximately 20 weeks, a
spokesman for the
company stated. The fiscal court approved the construction and installation of the elevator during
its December
1983 meeting.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Local Head Start program chosen
as one of four state training centers
By RUTH ANN COLEMAN
Staff Writer
The Murray Head Start program has been chosen as one of
the four training centers for
other programs in the state and
will be awarded expansion
money that will allow an additional 20 children each from
Murray, Marshall and Graves
counties to be included in the
Murray Independent Schoolbased program.
Judy Whitten, director of the
local Head Start program, explained that the U.S. Congress
appropriation of $74 million for
Head Start expansion coupled
with the closing of the Head
Start training center in Bowling
Green due to lack of state funding has resulted in four Ken-

tucky Head Start programs being designated at training
centers for other programs.
She also added that she is
hopeful of moving Marshall
County participants to a location
in Marshall County by this fall
and replacing those vacancies in
the local program with the 20
new participants. This would
eliminate travel-related problems associated with the Marshall County group, Whitten
says.
Members of the board offered
full support of the expansion effort to Whitten and the program.
Also, the board Thursday
night unanimously elected
Melissa Easley as chairman of
the board for 1984 and Thomas
Rushing as vice chairman

Easley, former vice chairman,
succeeds Don Henry who has
served as chairman of the board
since October 1974. Henry re
guested not to be nominated for
the position.
State law requires election or
a chairman and vice chairman
at the beginning of each calendar year.
Members of the board were
approached with the idea of forming a girl's softball team at
Murray High School and also
were informed of a federal expansion of the Head Start program that will effect the local
center.
Tommy Latimer, Burton
Young and John Weatherly,
president of the Murray High
(Continued on Page 2)
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The Murray-Calloway Area
In 1985.
Vocational Education Center
The Murray-Calloway Area
has recently been awarded conVocational Education Center
tinuing accreditation by the
serves adults and high school
Southern Association of Colleges
students in the Murray Indepenand Schools, according to Direcdent School District and the
tor Jim Lawson.
Calloway County School
Accreditation for the center
District. Coordination of the promeans that certain minimum
gram is conducted by a steering
standards are being met and incommittee consisting of
dicates that efforts are made to
representatives from each
continuously improve the
district.
center's curriculum, staff and
Program offered through the
facllitiel.
center include a practical nursReevaluation of SACS
ing program and agriculture
member institutions is required
program for adults, marketing
annually througn aetailed
and distrioutive education,
reports and to SACS and a WIZ— —health services and industrial
study and team evaluation is re.
education.
quired of the center every five
Ai-eas of industrial eduction
years
include auto body repair, 'auto
According to Lawson, the next
mechanics, carpentry and mafive-year study will be contucted
(Continued on Page 2)

FARM FAIR — (At left) Students from Lowes High School inspect a
Bark Buster log splitting attachment for a Massey Ferguson 240 farm
tractor during Farm Fair at the Murray Livestock Show and Exposition
rmeit.r Thursday. FFA
"^— schools throughout
.
tucky toured the exhibition viewing the latest equipment and accessories for OM farm. Pictured (from loft) are Jerry Willienit. 17,
junior: Jamie Thompson, 15, sophomore: Barry Brooks, 15,
sophomore: and Brent Burnett, 17. junior. Above, several of the tractors are viewed by other students.
Staff photos by Greg Travis
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Legislators to tackle drunken driving law, House Bill 44
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentuckians are expecting the
General Assembly to get tough
with drunken drivers, says Rep.
Herman Rattliff,
Campbellsville.
And a bill introduced by Rattliff on Thursday includes the
harshest penalties yet proposed
for anyone convicted of driving
while intoxicated.
Rattliff's bill, which was joined by 39 co-sponsors, includes
mandatory jail time and fines
but it also mandates the revocation of driver's and vehicle
licenses for anyone convicted of
drunken driving.
In the Senate, meanwhile, a
bill that would poke the first hole
in House Bill 44, the 1979
measure that effectively capped
property-tax increases, was put
on hold by its sponsor.
The bill was scheduled for
floor debate and possible
passage, but "I didn't have the
votes," said Sen. Henry Lackey,
D-Henderson.
Lackey's bill would allow
cities strapped by pension-fund
debt to hike property taxes 6
percent without a recall, as
mandated by the law passed
during the 1979 special session.
Under Lackey's bill, the extra
money could be used only to

retire pension debts, after which
the higher tax rate would be
rescinded.
In the House. Rep. Thomas
Burch, D-Louisville, reminded
the state's horse industry that
the Legislature is its ultimate
regulator.
Burch, who is sponsoring a bill
that would mandate sweeping
changes in the way the horse
breeding and racing industries
in Kentucky are regulated, took
particular aim at Brownell
Combs II, who recently assumed
the position of chairman of the

Sandinista officials say pilot
was not fired on after landing
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP)
— The leftist Sandinista government admits its troops shot
down a U.S. Army helicopter but
denies they killed the pilot after
he landed on the Honduran side
of the border.
"We cannot accept the version
that the pilot was fired at on
land," Daniel Ortega, coordinator of the junta, said Thursday night.
He said Sandinista troops
fired at the helicopter when it
was in Nicaraguan airspace,
without knowing it was an

Calloway...
(Continued from Page 1)
school year closes.
Byars expressed reiuctance to
abandon the current policy,
citing, like other board
members and Rose, its effectiveness since being adopted two
years ago.
"If it's done what it was intended to do, I'm not sure it
needs changing," said Byars,
but added, "I want a policy that
the community wants."
After the meeting, Rose said
that if a new policy is eventually
adopted, he hopes it will be as effective as the present one: "I
feel the policy we have now is
working. That's not to say
another policy would not work."
In effect since November 1981,
the policy prohibits possession,
sale or use of alcohol or drugs on
school grounds, school buses,
and when under supervision of
school officials. The penalty for
any offense is expulsion for the
remainder of the current
semester and for the following
semester. The student may
subsequently appeal for readmission after the current
semester.
Under the policy, nine high
school students have been expelled, four have withdrawn
after being charged, two middle
school students have been expelled and one elementary student has withdrawn. (The board
voted last night to expel another
student for sale of drugs, and
learned of the withdrawal of a
student with charges penang.
A separate middle school and
elementary policy was later
_adopted, and the board has seen
a total of 26 cases under both
policies.
Rose said he believes all but
one of the expelled students
have come back to school.
Bohannon said no student who
has applied for readmission has
been refused, and said the readmission option does provide
students a "second chance."
Despite rumors that all students
who faced charges before the
board have been expelled, two
or three have not been, Rose
said.
Rose conceded the policy is a
strict one but recommended it
be retained because it has been
effective. Further, prior to the
policy, cases were treated individually, and the board received complaints that cases were
not being handled fairly and
equally, he explained.
Yet those in attendance last
night said the new policy is not
fair, either. The past records of
offenders should be considered,
and first offenders should not
automatically be expelled,
parents and students said. Further, different penalties should
be imposed for the different offenses of possession, sale and
use, some urged. More than a
dozen persons made appeals to
the board, some of them holding
back tears.
"We're all after the same objective," said parent Sharon
Brown. "We don't want the persistent offender in our schools.
We're thinking about those innocent, good kids that you're expelling for a semester."
"Even a court of law doesn't
treat ever"h• the same,"
pointed out Ronald Lockhart.
"Even a court uses your past
performance
In applying
sentences)."
A group of students submitted
petitions bearing close to Imo
Signatures protesting the expul-

Kentucky State Racing
Commission
Recent statements by Combs
about the Legislature's role in
overseeing the horse industry
and the racing commission indicate he is "suffering a bad
case of hoof-and -mouth
disease," Burch said.
Burch said a public hearing on
his bill will be held Feb 9 in the
House chamber.
The House tabled a proposal
that would define unfair claims
practices in the insurance industry after several legislators

sion of their senior classmate,
and said they telt the student is
being punished for having told
the truth. They also charged
that some offense cases have
never been brought before the
board.
Parent Joanne Rice expressed
concern about a "spirit of
rebellion growing in the high
school because they feel this is
unfair."
An alternate policy proposed
by Judy Eldredge, which she
said was produced by consultation with several parents, gained much support from the
crowd. Under it, after a first offense student and parents would
meet with the board and have
the choice of expulsion or probation. Probation would allow the
student to attend school but require an alcohol or drug abuile
counseling and-or rehabilitation
program. If the student broke
the probation conditions or committed a second offense, he or
she would be expelled.
The gathering applauded
Eldredge's comment that "the
public schools are to educate,
not to put a teenager out on the
streets."
Despite the show of opposition
to the policy at the board
meeting, Chairman Overbey
said most of the persons who
spoke to him following the student's expulsion urged the board
to keep the policy. He also said
the board had tried other
methods before adopting this
policy, and that it should be kept
because it is succeeding in curbing a serious problem in the
schools.
"We've got a major drug and
alcohol problem in Calloway
County," Overbey told the
group. "Whether you like it or
not, we've got it. We've been trying to tell you parents that we've
got it, and we've got to stop it."
He added that there haven't
been big protests over previous
expulsions, but "When it's someone popular that's involved,
here you come."
Overbey said a strength of the
policy is that it treats all cases
equally. Miller agreed, saying it
would be impossible to explain
the justification for making
exceptions.
Board member Charles Reed,
who along with T.C. Hargrove
voted against the student's expulsion, said alternatives should
be considered and tried to see if
they are as effective as the Current policy. When he originally
voted for the policy, Reed said,
he interpreted it as allowing for
exceptions to be made based on
"circumstances," and that "I
did not have to vote to expel
each child that comes in there
(before the board). If I did,
there was no need for the
hearing."
Rose said he was pleased at
the sincere concern shown by
those in attendance, but was
troubled by the apparent doubts
about the board's intent and
handling of the policy, and about
misinformation regarding the
particular case in question. Further, the public doesn't realize
what the board's problems were
before the policy was adopted.
hp ••4,4
"The concerns raised tonight
are concerns the board has raised," Rost said. He said It is
"sad" that "many of these people were not aware of how much
the board had considered this
policy."

/

American aircraft.
The Reagan administratien
lodged a formal protest and said
it was holding the Sandinistas
responsible for the pilot's death.
U.S. officials contended that the
pilot was killed by Nicaraguan
soldiers after he got out of the
downed helicopter.
Ortega said Nicaragua hoped
the United States will not view
the incident as a "provocation"
but will realize it was a mistake.
His comments reinforced a
statement issued by the governing junta which said: "The
government of Nicaragua ...
deplores this incident and expresses its condolences to the
family of the dead pilot."
The U.S. Embassy in
Tegucigalpa, Honduras, said the
pilot, Chief Warrant Officer II
Jeffry C. Schwab, 27, of Joliet,
Ill., was killed by "hostile fire"
from Nicaragua after his
helicopter made a forced landing about 200 yards inside
Honduras.

said the bill contained problems
and failed to provide penalties
for violatocs.
The House did approve three
bills, two of which define how a
special district can be created
and one which allows a city to
sell its waterworks if a majority
of the voters approve, rather
than the two-thirds now needed.
In committee meetings,
representatives approved

Council will
defend budget
proposals
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Council on Higher
Education, bent on defending its
budget proposals, is gearing up
to do battle with uncooperative
legislators who control the
state's purse strings.
Council members made it
clear Thursday they will take an
active role in defending their
proposed budget to the
Legislature
Council Chairman Morton
Holbrook said he is concerned
about statements made by
Michael Moloney, Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committee chairman, that no additional money will be allocated to
higher education in the forthcoming budget.
"He has saturated the media
with this position," Holbrook
said."We don't need to get into a
press fight with him, but we do
need to respond to this in polite
terms."

several measures, including one
In the Energy Committee which
would prevent the building of
any nuclear power plant in Kentucky until there are proven
methods of disposing of highlevel radioactive waste.
The energy panel also approved a measure which would give
a tax credit for solar, geothermal and windprojects.
The Banking and Insurance
Committee approved a bill with
stiffer regulations on the sale of
pre-need funeral packages, but
action on a similar proposal for
the purchase of cemetery merchandise, such as headstones or
crypts, was delayed until problems with the bill can be
resolved.
Senate Majority Floor Leader
Joe Wright, D-Harned, said the
main objection to Lackey's bill
was that "it makes an exception
(to House Bill 44) for a special

reason."
"If you're going to go about
repealing House Bill 44, let's do
it," Wright said.
A bill aimed at doing Just that
has been drafted, Wright said,
but he wouldn't identify its
author. Wright also said there
was no assurance that the bill
would be filed.
In other business, the Senate
passed five bills, including a
measure to allow county clerks
and sheriffs immediately to hire
additional deputies.
State law requires sheriffs and
clerks to hire deputies in May of
the year in which they were
elected. But Sen. Louis
Peniston, D-New Castle, said
clerks need extra workers now
because they assumed responsibility this month for collecting
automobile property taxes that
were previously collected by
sheriffs.

Teacher requirements raised
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Although some members said
they weren't entirely comfortable with it, the House Education Committee approved a bill
raising college requirements for
prospective teachers
The consensus of the committee was that House Bill 22,
though perhaps flawed because
It involves private colleges as
well as public universities, is a
necessary first step toward improving the quality of Kentucky's teachers.
The bill would require college

students seeking admission to a
teacher-training program as
juniors to have a 2.5 grade-point
average on a 4.0 scale after two
years. It also would require a
2.75 grade average for acceptance as a student teacher.
The committee also approved
House Bill 19, which would raise
from 16 to 18 the age at which
students can drop out of school
without parental consent.
But it was House Bill 22 that
caused most of Thursday's
fireworks and more than a little
confusion.

Hubbard unaware of controversy

BEAVER DAM, Ky. (AP) —
David Miller does not see what
his earring has "to do with my
personal character."
The 17-year-old Beaver Dam
resident has been contending
that point since the beginning of
Andre Perry, 25, Murray, was
his fall semester at Ohio County
transferred to Calloway County
High School. He graduated in
Jail Wednesday after being inDecember, despite squabbles
carcerated in Graves County on
with school officials there about
charges of hubcap theft there,
the jewelry.
Murray Polioe Chief Jerry Lee
Now he wants to attend West
said.
Point — a dream he's had since
Perry had been arrested on
childhood.
Thursday, Dec. 8, and charged
He has been nominated by
Congressman Carroll Hubbard,
ln.cQnxlcetlon With the theft of
hubcaps belonging 'to Ned
who was' unaware until Thurs.
_
WIlr,Rt. 3, Mayfield.
Cliky-thal Miller had been
Lee said this morning that
fighting with school adPerry, who had previously been
ministrators over the earring.
convicted of a felony, was
Miller gained widespread
released on an appeals bond by
publicity after refusing to
Circuit Judge James Lassiter at
remove a small earring from his
the time of the Mayfield
left ear while attending classes.
incident.
He eventually conceded to the
As a result of the Graves
demands of his principal, David
County charges, Lassiter revokLeach, but by then his case had
ed the appeals bond and Perry is
attracted the support of the Kenbeing held without bond at this
tucky Civil Liberties Union,
time, Lee added.
which has threatened to sue the

Perry's appeals
bond revoked

Murray...
(Continued
School Athletic Boosters, asked
the board for consideration of
forming a girl's softball team at
the high school.
Based on participation in the
summer softball program at the
Murray-Calloway County Park,
Latimer estimated 40-50 high
school-age girls would be interested in trying out for a team.
He reported that approximately
$900 has been committed to the
program from individuals in the
community and that Tammy
Boone has volunteered to coach
the team during its first year.
City park facilities would be
made available for the games if
a team is formed.
The board learned that seven
high schools within a 50-mile
radius already have girl's softball teams and that games could
be scheduled with them. Those
schools are Marshall County,
Reidland, Lone Oak, Ballard
County, Heath, Lyon County and
Providence.
Although favorable of the concept of forming a local team,
school board members encouraged the three representatives to conduct a survey to
determine exactly how many
girl's would be interested in the
program. A list of possible conflicting activities — such as
girl's track, golf and tennis —
was also requested.
Young, Weatherly and
Latimer agreed to obtain the information and report to the
board during the next regularly
scheduled meeting Jan. 26.
Athletic Director Ell Alexander and Superintendent
Robert Glin Jeffrey are to determine on-going costs of the program to the school board and to
report on their findings at that
time also.
Jeffrey estimated the yearly
cost of a girl's sof.,—." team
would be approximately $2,000.
Curriculum Director Doralyn
Lanier reported on the status of
the Positive School Climate
Workshop, Gifted and Talented
Program, Cooperative Committee with Murray State Univiersi-

Ohio County Board of
"distracting influence" on other
Education.
students and led to disruption in
Hubbard was "very surpristhe classroom.
ed" when he heard about the
KCLU director Suzy Post said
dispute, said Mary Martha Fortrecently that the group's comney, a member of Hubbard's
plaint against the Ohio County
Washington, D.C., staff.
,school board would be filed by
Miller was recommended to
the end of January.
Hubbard by Circuit Judge CarMiller and the KCLU argued
mol Cook of Hartford and
that the policy infringes on
Dorothy Brown, a school system
Miller's First Amendment right
counselor, Ms. Fortney said.
to freedom of expression, and
Cook described Miller as "a
the KCLU further contended it
very fine and serious-minded
violates federal guidelines on
young man," she said, adding
sex discrimination.
that copies of Miller's
Miller said Thursday that he
transcripts on file in Hubbard's
hopes West Point officials don't
office show he graduated with a
take a negative attitude toward
3.1 grade-point-standing Of a
his challenge. "I don't see what
possible 4.0.
it would have to do with my perHubbard will continue to supsonal character," he said.
port Miller's nomination to the
If he's accepted to the next
U.S. Military Academy at West
class at the academy, Miller
Point, N.Y., Ms. Fortney said.
said he'd remove the earring.
.Miller contested the school
"But I might have it re-pierced
system's dress code in the first
after I get out."
week of the fall term. He was
However, if there's a delay
told to remove the earring or
and he has to decide between the
face disciplinary action for
appointment and continuing the
violating the code.
legal fight, Miller said he would
Leach said the jewelry was a
"choose not to go" to the
academy.
"It's my right as a citizen of
the United States to protest. If
from Page 1)
they (Wes,t Point adty, Advisory Committee on Curto visit the schools March 28-30,
ministrators) don't feel I should
riculum, Advanced Placement
Lanier said.
stand up for my rights, then
and Southern Associaion of ColShe also informed the board
that's not the place I want to
leges and Schools activities.
that Betty Scott has submitted a
go," he said.
The Positive School Climate
request for a grant of $1,000 for
Workshop was held in all city
an artist in residence. The reschools in December and is
quest was approved and an ardesigned to improve the attitude
tist is expected to visit the school
(Continued from Page 1)
at the schools for the purpose of
during February.
jor
repair.
appliance
discouraging drop-outs. SubIn other action the board:
Due to increasing interest in
committees on implementing • Reviewed an evaluation form
the field of electronics, Lawson
suggestions stemming from the
to be used in evaluating central
says efforts are being made to
workshop have been formed, office employees, principals and
initiate an electronics program
Lanier reported.
teachers.
She further reported that • Approved food bids as recom- at the center.
An anticipated increase in the
possible changes will be made in
mended by Food Service Direcnumber of job opportunities in
the criteria for acceptance into
tor Glinda Jeffrey.
the electronics field, coupled
the Gifted and Talented pro- • Accepted a Dwain Taylor
with the local interest in the program. Several visits to "schools
Chevrolet bid on a new station
gam has left Lawson "very opwith outstanding Gifted and
wagon. The bid, with trade in of
timistic that our program will be
Talented programs" are
a 1978 station wagon currently
approved."
scheduled to investigate these
being used by the driver educa"Within the next few years
possible changes, she explained.
tion program, was $9,485.52 and
many major auto repair shops
A list of the needs and
was the lowest of the bids subwill need electronics technicians
resources of Murray city schools
mitted on a station wagon.
to repair electric ignitions in
has been submitted to MSU of- • Heard a report from Alexautomobiles. The medical field
ficials as part of the Cooperative
ander on the advantages and
will also be wide open for elecCommittee with the university.
disadvantages of purchasing
tronics service technicians," he
A similar list is expected soon
telephones for the central office
adds.
from the university and further
and schools as opposed to leasIn order to implement the
action will be based on these
ing the phones. No decision was
electronics program the health
lists, Lanier reported.
made but more investigation inservices program as it is curThe Advisory Committee on
to purchasing the phones will be
rently offered will probably be
Curriculum, an out-growth of
done by Alexander, who will
discontinued. Lawson added,
the school system's curriculum
report his findings to the board.
however, that the interest in this
study last year. has formed sub- • Approved applications of
program has been decreasing in
committees to address various
Elizabeth Pasco and Mallory
recent years and that the elecareas of the curriculum. A
Prater for substitute teaching
tronics field will untimately be
meeting of all sub-committees is
positions.
more beneficial to the center's
expected in the spring, accor- • Employed Roger Wallace as
participants.
ding to Lanier.
a substitute bus drive and
In addition to regular day
Lanier informed._ board
Hester E. Gray as special aide.
classes, the center also offered
members that approximIttely-i • Voted to begin purchasing
several evening classes and
five high school students ars( Latin textbooks that have been
community-based agricultural
planning to take Advancid
purchased by the students takprograms.
Placement tests that would
ing Latin.
allow college credit for those
areas successfully tested. She
added that high school teachers
(Continued from Page 1)
are enthusiastic about the proOn Friday, Aug. 3, 1492 he upped anchor and set sail for fame.
gram and are in the process of
Friday, Oct. 12, the same year, he first lighted land. Friday. Jan.
chosing preparatory materials
4, Past h- headed for home and 1•••••.a irriday, March 14ot, he
.
for the exam.'
safely dropped anchor at Palos. Friday, Nov. 22, 1498, he reached
The 10-year self study for conHispaniola on the second voyage. And of all days, on Friday the
tinuing accreditation by the
18th, 1494 he discovered the American continent, thus defying the
Southern Association of Colleges
double whammy.
and Schools is currently underThere is a point here, but a black cat crossing the snow-covered
way at the elementary centers
lawn outside my window has caused me to lose my train of
The committee that will perthought.
form the evaluation is expected
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perspective
washington today

Educational reform
should be state's
first priority
If Kentucky is to reverse the deplorable
deterioration of our educational,sjiftem over the
past 10 years, the time to dolt is now and the way
to do it is with more dollars.
Forgive us if that summation is too direct for
those not inclinded to balance the Alice-inWonderland rhetoric with cold, hard realism.
But we happen to believe that we are in danger of
seeing a crisis become a calamity.
Educational reform should now be the top
priority of our state government. Almost
everyone seems to be in accord on that. And we
concur, particularly in view of the sobering
statistics released last week by U.S. Education
Secretary T.H. Bell.
But the consensus ends abruptly with that
premise. How to effect improvements in education is quite another matter.
For instance, Gov. Martha Layne Collins told
legislators last week in her State of the Commonwealth message to the recently convened
Kentucky General Assembly that her plans include no.new taxes, a stance consistent with her
position in the campaign.
Instead, she indicated she will appoint a task
force to conduct another study and prepare
recommendations for consideration at a special
legislative session next year.
We hope she will reconsider. Enough studies
have already been made, and a common thread
of conclusion runs through them all — that major
changes are badly needed in Kentucky's system
of education.
Delays in facing our problems will simply
make our problems greater. States around us
such as Tennessee, Arkansas and Mississippi
have confronted the same issue with bold and
decisive action. Why can't we do the same instead of procrastinating and slipping farther
behind?
Regardless of whether any of us like it, major
educational reform will take additional revenue.
Trying to work it out otherwise is like trying to
put together a jugsaw puzzle without all the
pieces.
To upgrade teacher salaries, implement
remedial programs, reduce the pupil-teacher
ratio, provided more financial support for some
of our poorer school districts and curb the dropout rate, we must have money — and that means
some kind of tax package.
As unpopular as the notion of new taxes is for
both taxpayers and the officeholders who must
face them at election time, we would hope that
present circumstances might make such an ideal
for the 1984 session more than political fantasy.
Our times make it imperative that Kentuckians translate their awareness of the crisis
and their concern for our children into tangible
support for a well-defined educational reform
package. We think perhaps their mood could be
generally receptive — if specifics are spelled out
SO they can know exactly where their money is
going.
Results, of course, will not be instantaneous.
But it is time to make a beginning instead of
wandering farther down the blind alley of
indecision.
No doubt there will be some opposition,
therefore some degree of political liability for
those who must stand up and be counted. But,
after all, they were elected to assume responsibility, not run from it.
Secretary Bell's report provides enough information to make us stop and seriously reassess
the entire situation. Some of those figures are
downright alarming. For instance, Kentucky in
1982 was 46th in per-pupil spending among the 50
states.
Even worse than that is the decline in Kentucky in some key areas from 1972 to 1982. During that period, the pupil-teacher ratio went from
37th to 44th nationally, college entrance scores
dropped almost a full point until they lagged
almost three points behind the national average
and the percentage of those who attended the
ninth grade and went on to graduate from high
school fall from 70.4 to 68.9 to rank 44th in the
country.
As discussions about a possible tax increase
heat up during this legislative session, some will
contend that, with our economy as uncertain as it
is, we can't afford to do it.
To us, that rationale is symptomatic of advanced tunnel vision. Considering the Bell report
and it harsh implications for the future if we do
not face the issue squarely and resolutely, we
can't afford not to do it.
And now.
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by berry schweid

A matter of human rights
AP News Analysis
WASHINGTON (AP) — Jewish
emigration from the Soviet Union
sank to a low of about 100 a month
last year — a measure of the slump
In U.S.-Soviet relations.
Morris B. Abram, a long-time
champion of human rights, is
distressed by the decline from a
high of 51,320 in 1979 to 1,314 in just
four years.
As chairman of the National Conference on Soviet Jewry, he has
"urgently" sent copies of the 1983
report to the White House and the
State Department.
Abram says he is confident
Secretary of State George P. Shultz
will raise the issue when he meets
with Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko next week in
Stockholm, Sweden.
The Georgia-born lawyer, who
quotes the late Martin Luther King
Jr. in his opposition to antiSemitism masquerading as antiZionism, says Shultz assured him
last summer that the issue of
Soviet Jews would be raised in
every negotiation with the Soviet
Union.
But Abram would like additional
help — from peace groups.
"All of those in this country and
abroad who are interested in the

peace movement and who have
contacts with the Soviet Union or
With Soviet citizens or Soviet
organizations should place on their
agenda the plight of Soviet Jews,"
he said the other day.
"The peace movement should, at
the start of any discussion with the
Soviets, say what are you going to
do about the plight of Soviet Jewry,
when are you going to let your
gates be opened, when are you going to abide by international law,
which says every person has the
right to leave his country."
Abram, who is also vice chairman of the U.S. Civil Rights Commission, says he agrees with the
late President Kennedy in asking,
"What is peace, after all, but a
matter of human rights?"
There probably is no simple explanation for the sharp drop in
Jewish emigration or simple cure
for the problem.
Clearly it was on the rise in the
early 19708, when the Nixon administration pursued a policy of
detente that led to major arms control agreements.
But U.S.-Soviet relations were
already skidding when emigration
soared to new heights in 1979, exceeding the se,cond highest year by
6,587.

In the sluggish Soviet
bureaucracy it takes time to shift
gears. A year later, emigration
dropped by nearly 30,000, which
may reflect the soured
relationship.
And emigration kept dropping —
to 9,447 in 1981, 2,688 in 1982 and
then to 1,314 last year.
While the Soviets insist their
treatment of Jews and other
minorities is an internal matter, in
their discussions with U.S. officials
they make no bones about linking
emigration to relations with
Washington.
"They say it's an internal matter
with a wink," an official related.
However, there are a number of
Internal reasons for the
crackdown.
The departure of Jews contributes to a "brain drain" in
Soviet society. Jewish emigration
arouses discontent among other
Soviet citizens who also would like
to leave. And there is the matter of
anti-Semitism.
Jews were the targets of
pogroms in the 19th century, long
before Russia gave much thought
to its relations with the United
States. The revolution was supposed to correct such injustices, but
critics say Jews still suffer

discrimination and find roadblocks
in the way of higher education and
better jobs.
Even if Shultz confronts
Grornyko in Stockholm, the gates
probably will not swing open. Last
year ended without the release of
prominent Jewish dissidents,
which was widely expected in the
spring. Arms control talks are in
suspension. There are no signs of a
thaw in U.S.-Soviet relations.
In fact, the report prepared by
the National Conference suggests
the situation for Soviet Jews has
worsened under Yuri Andropov.
During 1983, his first year in
power, forced cultural and
linguistic assimlation was intensified, an anti-Zionist propaganda
campaign was broadened and contacts with Jews abroad were
severed, the report said.
And yet, Abram says "as bad as
things are, there is going to be
some break in the clouds
someday."
In the long run, he says, the
Soviets will realize their policy of
assimilation and "persecution" is
not working.
Or, Abram says, they may
decide to seek a "genuine detente"
and allow Jews to emigrate as a
symbol of conciliation.

looking back

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have questions or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am retired and
draw railroad retirement benefits.
I also work part-time, cautious to

stay within the earnings restrictions so that my benefits will not be
effected by my earnings. Can you
please give me the new earnings
restrictions for 1984 — I should be
able to earn more this year. L.F.
ANSWER: Annuitants who work
after retirement can earn more in
1984 without having their benefits
reduced. The 1983 exempt earnings
amount of 88,800 is raised, allowing
beneficiaries age 65 through age 69
to earn $6,960 in 1984 before
benefits are reduced. For those
under age 65, the 1983 exempt earn-

letters to the editor
Game a success for Head Start
To The Editor:
On Jan. 5, a benefit basketball
game between the Happy Hoopers

Says thank you
To The Editor:
The Murray Civitan Club would
like to express its appreciation for
the cooperation received from this
community over the past year. Our
goal was to build citizenship by.
helping people (especially the handicapped) and through education.
On each and every occasion the
community has supported the
club's efforts by attending Pancake Day, buying fruitcakes, dropping 'coins into the candy boxes,
and other service requests.
Our connection to the community
has been the media. To the radio
stations and the Murray Ledger &
Times (oui ,iiampions) we exprese
our heartiest appreciation.
Together we are building a better
citizenry.
Sincerely,
Willis N. Johnson.
President
Murray Civitan Club

and the Brothers Who Care was
held with all profits going to the
Murray Head Start Program.
Several hundred dollars were raised in this effort and it could not
have been done without the help of
the following groups:
Wendy's, Hardees, Holiday Inn,
WNBS, WSJP, Bank of Murray,
Sunset Boulevard, Dennison &
Hunt, the Murray Ledger & Times,
K 100 and the Happy Hoopers, Murray City Schools, Brothers Who
Care, Murray Parks and Recreation, Williams Radiator and
Parker Popcorn.
We would like to issue a special
thanks to John Hina, principal of
the Murray Middle School building,
for the game but also devoted his
own personal time to see that the
effort was successful.
It is treat to see our Community
pitch in to help educate younger
children who are not as fortunate
as others. We would also like to
thank the players for their hard
fought contest
Sincerely,
C. Mark Blankenship,
President-Elect
Friends of Head Start

;

ings amount of $4,920 is raised to
$5,160.
For those annuitants subject to
earnings limitations, a reduction of
$1 in benefits is made for every $2
earned over exempt amount.
However, if 1984 is the first year
benefits are payable, reductions in
1984 benefits apply only to months
in which earnings are more than
$580 for annuitants age 65 through
age 69 and $430 for those under age
65.
Earnings limitations do not apply to any annuitants age 70 or older,
starting with the month in which
they become 70. The special work
restrictions which apply to disability annuitants have not changed.
Regardless of age and/or earnings, no railroad retirement annuity is payable for any month in
which an annuitant (retired
employee, spouse or survivor)
works for a railroad, nor are
railroad retirement annuities
payable to retired employees or
their spouses for any month in
which they work for their last
preretirement nonrailroad
employer.
HEARTLINE: I am a young
man, but I read your column often
and believe that you can answer
my question. I went on active duty
one year ago, have been in a little
trouble, and expect to get a general
discharge soon. What VA benefits
could I receive? H.C.
ANSWER: The Congress passed
a law three years ago that changed
the service requirements for
veterans benefits. There is no entitlement to any benefit based on
military service if the veteran does
not serve out the original commitment to active duty or 24 months,
whichever is less The only exceptions will be made for those who
leave the military because of a
service-connected disability or
because of a hardship in his or her
family.

Ten years ago
William E. Moffett of Murray
was named to the second highest
office in the Rizpah Shrine Temple
at the annual election at Madisonvile. He was named Chief Rabban.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rowland
celebrated their 60th wedding anniversary on Jan. 12 in the room of
Mrs. Rowland at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
David Dickinson, manager of
Murray Operation of Tappan Co.,
and Royal Kain, manager of
Fisher-Price Plant at Murray.
were named to the First Advisory
Council to the Department of Industrial Education at Murray State
University, according to Dr. C.
Dale Lemons, chairman of the
department.
Dixie Hopkins announces the
opening of he office for the general
practice of speech and language
therapy.
Murray State University
Thoroughbreds lot to the Eastern
Kentucky Maroons 72 to 70 in an
overtime basketball game. High
scorers were Coleman for Murray
and Brown for Eastern.
Twenty years ago
The Mobile X-Ray Unit will be on
the parking lot of the Calloway
County Health Department on Jan.
14. Free tuberculosis x-rays will be
given.
Installed as new elders of the College Presbyterian Church were
John A. Gregory and Kenneth
Goode. Other deacons include
Rezina Senter, C. Dale Lemons,
A.L. Hough, Calvin Luther, Phillip
Tibbs and James 0. Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rowland of
Rt. 1, Almo, observed their 50th
wedding anniversary on Jan. 12.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Ray Copeland,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Howard McCallon, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Darius Frazier, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Mikez and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Meyers.
A new Cook paint store has opened in the Southside Manor Shopping Center. Terry Turner will be
the manager.
Thirty years ago
A calf donated by Alvis J. Jones
of near Lynn Grove sold for $485
with the funds being given to the
Calloway County Polio Drive. His
grandson, Max Jones Workman,
was one of the 16 persons in
Calloway County to have polio in
Pidnald Pat Starks, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Urban Starks, is stationed with the United States Navy at
San Diego, Calif.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Koenen on
Dec. 20.
Directors of the Bank of Murray
include George Hart, L.L. Dunn,
Tremon Beale, J.D. Sexton, E.J.
Beale, Max B. Hurt, M.O. Wrather,
F.H. Graham, Dr. F.E. Crawford,
L.E. Wyatt, Luther Robertson,
Audrey Simmons, 4. Wells Purdom, Wells Overbey and Hugh
Gingles. Assets listed at close of
business on Dec. 31, 1953, were
28.870 912A.86.
4s high school basketball game*
Brewers beat Hazel, Sedalia beat
Murray, and Benton beat Almo.
High team scorers were Tress for
Brewers, Wilson for Hazel, Wilson
for Sedalia, Joe PAt Phillips for
Murray, T. Morgan for Benton and
Lockhart for Almo.
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Bill Revell will speak here Saturday Menus for school lunchrooms
Bill Revell, mayor of
the city of Dyersburg,
Tenn., will be the
featured speaker at the
meeting of the Murray
Chapter of the Full
Gospel Business Men's
Fellowship
International.
The meeting will be at
the Holiday Inn Peking
Restaurant on Saturday, Jan. 14, at 6:30
p.m.
Revell is a 53-year-old
Christian businessman

released for the coming week

who was a GM dealer
for over 26 years. He is
an active Sunday School
teacher and lay
speaker. For over 25
years he has been an active Gideon and has held
offices on local and state
level.
The guest speaker is a
recipient of the
distinguished service
award as Outstanding
Young Man of the year
1962; former chairman
of West Tennessee

Heart Association;
Mr. Revell and his
former president of wife, Sherrie, have two
Dyersburg Junior - daughters, Peggy and
Menus for the various
Monday — meatioaf, Friday — pizza, fish
Senior High School Janie, and two grand- lunchrooms in the city
PTA; charter member children, February Lee and county schools have chuckwagon; Tuesday — sandwich and beans,
ravioli and french buttered potatoes, bakof Dyersburg Union and Tim.
been released for the
bread, barbecue pork; ed peaches, slaw, fresh
Mission; and president
Tom Geerdes, chapter week of Jan. 16 to 20 by
fruit, fruit juice, milk.
of the West Tennesse president, urges all Glinda Jeffrey and Wednesday — sloppy joe,
Thursday
cheese;
grilled
Mayor's Association.
men, women and Joanna Adams, food
CALLOWAY COUNTY
corn dogs; FriThe Tennessee Gover- children to attend the service directors for — tacos,
hot
burritoes,
—
day
nor has appointed him meeting on Saturday.
Murray City and
Calloway High
ham and cheese. Hamto the State wide comPurposes of the Calloway County
burgers, pizza,
Monday — hamburger,
mission Job Training FGBMFI are as Schools respectively.
cheeseburgers, chili Kentucky hot brown
Partnership Act and follows:
The menus are subbar, cold sandwiches, sandwich, pizza, burLocal Planning
To provide a basis of ject to occasional
Bill Revell
ala carte items, and a ritos/chili; Tuesday —
Commission.
fellowship among all change because of the
variety of vegetables, steak sandwich,
full gospel men availability of food or
salads, fruits, desserts cheeseburger, pizza,
everywhere; to reach other special events, the
and drinks are available taco salad; Wednesday
men everywhere for directors said.
— corn dog, hamburger,
daily.
Menus are as follows:
Jesue Christ; to bring
sausage and
fiestada,
The Kentucky Baptist will be conducted on the lay -led revivals, Jay Brown.
about a greater
Murray Middle
biscuit/egg; Thursday —
Convention will conduct following subjects: counseling for the
MURRAY CITY
The Rev. James Cart- measure of unity in the
Monday — lasagna and
chili, pizza,
an Area Evangelism Women and Family evangelistic invitation, wright, the Rev. Luell body of Jesus Christ-the
french bread, hamcheeseburger, fried
Conference on Monday, Evangelism, Youth conducting prayer Smith and the Rev. church.
Murray High
burgers; Tuesday — pizchicken:, Friday —
Jan. 16, from 7 to 9:25 Evangelism. Laymen in seminars, personal Glenn Smith from the
za, grilled cheese;
chicken pa/ti sandwich,
p.m. at the First Baptist Evangelism, witness training and Baptist Sunday School
Wednesday — fried
pizza, hamburger,
Church, Mayfield.
Evangelism Resources conserving the results of Board in Nashville also
chicken, hamburgers;
macaroni and cheese
This conference is for and Evangelism Follow- evangelism.
Thursday — fish sandwill assist in the group
bake. A variety of fruits,
pastors, Sunday School up with the Survival Kit.
Kentucky Baptist per- conference.
wich, pizza; Friday —
vegetables, salads,
workers, church
The group con- sonnel will include the
hamburgers,
The Rev. Brown of the
desserts and drinks are
Group
B
of
Ladies
Tennis
of
Murray
Country
leaders, men and ferences will include in- Rev. and Mrs. Harry Department of
chuckwagon. Ala carte
available daily.
women, lay witnesses formation on evangeliz- Hunter, the Rev. Harold Evangelism of the Ken- Club will play Monday, Jan. 16, at Kenlake Tenitems and a variety of
Calloway MIddle
nis
Center.
The
group
will
meet
at
9
a.m.
at
the
and other church ing the family, training Barnes, Dr. Donald tucky Baptist C,onvenvegetables, salads,
Monday — chili dog,
members
and leading youth in Garrison, the Rev. Ver- tionwill be directing the parking lot of Murray-Calloway County Park to
fruits, desserts and macaroni
and cheese
go to Kenlake.
Group conferences evangelism, conducting non Cole, and the Rev. conference.
drinks are available
bake; Tuesday —
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Gayle
daily.
too harshly. She could still be far from well.
fiestada, steak sandFoster, Janice Howe, Marilyn Adkins and Vickie
wich; Wednesday —
Carter and
Baker; Court Two — Jennifer Hewlett, Cathy
tacos, hamburger;
Robertson
Young, Beck! Wilson and Norma Frank.
Monday — cheese and Thursday — sausage and
DEAR ABBY: I am the grandmother of a very smart,
bacon sandwich, ham- biscuit/egg, grilled
strong-willed, '20-month-old boy who resides in a state in
burger, potatoes, green cheese; Friday — pizza,
which seat belts for children under 4 years old became
mandatory right after the first of the year.
beans, apples, mixed fish sandwich. A variety
A meeting of the Murray and Paducah
No matter how tightly this child is strapped into his
fruit, fruit juice, milk; of vegetables, fruits,
Toastmasters will be held Tuesday, Jan. 17, at
seat belt, he can pull a "Houdini act" and wiggle out of it.
Tuesday — spaghetti and salads, desserts and
6:59 p.m. at Western Sizzlin Restaurant. This
I have seen him do it twice, even while he was wearing a
french bread, pizza, drinks are available
meeting will consist of three parts: an imprompbulky winter coat!
broccoli, mixed daily.
He refuses to ride in a car unless he's sitting on sometu session or table topics; three prepared
one's lap, and he absolutely will not stay buckled in any
vegetables, tossed
East, North
speeches
and
evaluations
the
speeches
of
and
of
By Abigail Van Buren
kind of seat belt: Spanking, bribing and reasoning have
salad, peaches, fruit
and Southwest
the meeting itself. Everyone who attends has the
not worked. I am worried sick that his mother will have
juice, milk, Wednesday
Monday — steak sandopportunity to stand up and speak to the club.
an accident while trying to force that child to stay buckled
— chili dog, chicken wich, fiestada; Tuesday
Guests are welcome to visit and see how learning
up. Please help.
fried steak, creamed — lasagne, grilled
speaking skills can help everyone on the job.
MISSOURI GRANDMOTHER
potatoes, brussel cheese/soup; WednesThe meeting will last approximately 1 1/2
DEAR GRANDMOTHER: There is an obvious
peach half day — turkey casserole,
sprouts,
The
program.
the
then
first,
dinner
with
hours
DEAR ABBY: Recently a problem occurred that I hope
power struggle going on between your daughter and
with/gelatin, macaroni hamburger; Thursday —
public is invited to attend at no obligation and for
never occurs again, but in case it does. I want to know
her young son—and the boy is winning. Advise her
salad, fruit juice, milk; tacos, hot ham and
how to handle it.
to consult her local safety council (motor vehicle
more information call Art Litchfield, 759-9926.
A friend who lives 300 miles away started writing letters
Thursday — ham and cheese; Friday — batter
division) for some helpful suggestions. And if this
Toastmasters International is a non-profit, cocontaining threats of suicide. She is divorced with a 6precocious 20-month-old is already calling the sigcheese nuggets, ham- fried fish, pizzaburgers.
educational organization dedicated to helping
year-old daughter. I became concerned, so I telephoned
nals, your daughter should take a course in parentburgers, rice, green A variety of vegetables,
people become more self-confident by learning
her. At first she seemed normal, then she became hysteriing, or the boy will have her jumping through hoops
peas,
and
peanut but. fruits, salads, desserts
speaking
public
of
basics
the
practicing
and
cal and started shouting things that made no sense at all.
before he's 3.
mixed and drinks are available
Among other things she threatened to kill her daughter
to practice them in the friendly club atmosphere.
and then commit suicide. Then she hung up.
fruit, fruit juice, milk; daily.
I was Terribly worried, so I called her back. She went
into a rage again, vowing to kill her child and herself.
DEAR ABBY: I recently celebrated an "imptirtant"
Then she hung up again.
The Welcome Wagon Club will have its monbirthday and received many lovely cards.
I tried frantically to reach her mother, her brothers and
A friend casually mentioned (on seeing the stack of
thly meeting on Tuesday, Jan. 17, at the Golden
her ex-husband, who live near her, but I could reach no
cards) that I would be very tired by the time I had written
Corral. Dinner will be served at 6 p.m. followed
one. Finally I called my neighbor over who urged me to
thank-you notes for all those cards.
by the intallation of officers at 7 p.m. All
notify the police in my friend's town, so that's what I did.
Abby, does a person have to write thank-you notes for
members and newcomers to the area are urged
The police picked her up and ,she was subsequently
cards?
Frances Drake
hospitalized. She's better now, but she has never forgiven
to attend.
WRITER'S CRAMP
FOR SATURDAY,JANUARY 14,1984
me for "disrupting her life."
My husband says I was wrong to have called the police,
What kind of day will tomor- finances now. Cut out wasteful
inEAR CRAMP: No one "has to" acknowledge
but what were my alternatives? I couldn't take a chance
row be? To find out what the spending. It's not an all-oranything. But those with the best manners acknowlon her carrying out her threat. If I had called a minister
edge everything—cards included.
stars say, read the forecast nothing situation in a partneror psychiatrist, she wouldn't have let them in. How would
The Music Department of the Murray
given for your birth sign.
ship.
•• •
you have handled it?
Woman's Club will meet Tuesday, Jan. 17, at
GEMINI
ARIES
GOOD INTENTIONS
7:30 p.m at the club house. "An African Night To
May 21 toJune 20)
1
(Mar. Zito Apr.19) 41
(1
44
(Every teen-ager should know the truth about
You have more determinaRemember with Don Brock" will be presented
After some dilly-dallying,
DEAR GOOD: Just as you did. It's sometimes
drugs, sex and how to be happy. For Abby's booklet,
you'll come to a decision about tion than usual and will let
with Cecilia Brock as program leader. Hostesses
necessary to "disrupt" a life in order to save it. I
send $2 and a long, stamped (37 cents), selfan investment. In romance, nothing interfere with getting
hope your friend comes to realize that you acted in
listed are Vickie Travis, Jean Bennett, Pat
addressed envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, P.O.
the job done to your satisfacpassions are strong.
her best interests. In the meantime, don't judge her
Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)
Weatherly, Frances Galloway, Marilyn Walker,
tion.
TAURUS
Kathryn Carman and Norrine Winter.
CANCER
( Apr. 20 to May 20) t:$
There could be a drain on (June 21 toJuly 22)
Continued on page 5
Don't let unconscious
resentments simmer inside or
there'll be an explosion later
Prog. Info.
Issues must be brought into
the open for discussion.
753-3314
LEO
(July 23to Aug.22) tafg
IHIhatilltair MANS
A relative may not be in the
mood for company. This is no
time to assert your authority.
Respect the wishes of others.
Bargain Matinees
VIRGO
At Cheri & tine Sot. & Sun.
Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
JOHN CARPENTER'S
All Seats s2.00 Except
A belligerent manner will
Sudden Impact 52.50
alienate would-be supporters.
You're capable of arduous inFurniture * White Porcelain * Prints
tellectual work now. Creative
Tea
Sets
*
Cushions
*
Brass
*
Candles
—D.C. CAW es'ANIMAL HOUSE' on wheelsr
energy is high.
LIBRA
1 had the best time of my life...lots of knee(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
laughing and yellinr
Be on guard in financial
COL UMW* laC T1).11II
dealings. You could meet
Pier
some shrewd bargainers. You
Bel Air Center
Murray
15. 9 10.
may become fanatical about a
1 30. 3 15 SAT St
desired possession.
Their cars were broke,
7 05 9 00 SCORPIO
Their company was
1 30 3 15 SAT St.',
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) /71"OV
almost Out of busoneSs
Your intensity is admirable
Are even the timers
lbw% more to
in a way, but be careful not to
were wrecks
overwhelm others. You have a
do in snow
Then they met
strong will, but don't be
then d.
Aber? Hockenbe,
8 small-town boy
domineering.
with a btg dream
SAGITTARIUS
_ifoletpr
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
You may be holding back in
a close relationship. Examine
your preoccupations. Practice
self-analysis. Come to gripe
with fears.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 toJan. 19)
You'd make an effective
spokesman for a cause now
However, outside interests
can interfere with the completion of routine tasks
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb.181
business with
Mixing
pleasure will not prove relaxing. A turning point, though, is
Central Center
reached careerwise. Reviunp
your goals.
Come to terms. You'll laugh. You'll cr.
PISCES
And you'll want to see it again
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X4U
DEBRA'WINGER
Do not expect a family
member to back you in an
SHIRLEY MacLAINE
ideological matter. Others
207 N. Brewer Downtown Paris, TN
have the right to their convictions too. Live and let live.
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5,
YOU BORN TODAY are
New ClarksvNle Location
more adventurous than the
typical member of your sign.
Hwy 79N Northgate Shopping
You dislike routine and are
•P•11•100UNT PIC TUN/
Center St. Bethlehem TN,
happiest when you're on the
go. Quite dramatic by nature,
Open Mon.-Sat 9-6
you may have a special talent
for show business.

Evangelism Conference on Monday

DATEBOOK

Tennis play Monday

4-- •

•• •

Toastmasters will meet

'Disrupting' a Life
Sometimes Saves It

Club plans dinner

Your Individual
Horoscope

Music group will meet

nor-

180

•

HOW DO YOU KILL SOMETHING
THAT CAr Pc)$,SIDLY BE ALIVE?

CHRTINE

SALK-CONTINUES AT...

Piet I imports

w17

Plus Our Tables Are Full Of Items
Reduced 50%
1 Imports

r

we've been busy as bees...
LOWERING PRICES!

Annual Guinn's
Factory Outlet Shoes

2 for 1

plus $ 100

Fall & Winter Clearance Sale
Selected Group Men & Women's
Casual Dress Shoes
Sale Starts Thurs. Jan. 112
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 1-5

.11b. Al& 110.4..01,
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Coming community events

Friday, Jan. 13
Saturday, Jan, 14
Dance featuring GoHazel Lodge No. 831
Free and Accepted ing My Way for
Masons will meet at 7:30 members and guests of
Murray Eagles will be
p.m. at lodge hall.
from 8 p.m. to midnight.
Round and square
Murray Squar-Adancing will be from
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Naders are scheduled to
dance at 8 p.m. at
Grove Roller Rink.
Woodmen of the World
----Alcoholics Hall.
Anonymous and 41.
Captain Wendell Oury
Anonwill meet at 8 p.m.
at J.U. Kevll Center, Chapter of the
South 10th Street, Daughters of the
American Revolution
Mayfield.
will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
Events at Murray Dakota Feed and Grain.
Moose Lodge will be
games at 8 p.m. and live
Square and round
entertainment from 8 dancing will be from
p.m. to midnight.
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink.
Dance featuring GoWriters Pot Pourri
ing My Way for
members and guests of will be at 9:30 a.m. at
Murray Eagles will be Calloway Public
from 8 p.m. to midnight. Library.

Saturday, Jan. 14
Golden Aires will sing
at Southland Baptist
Temple, Paducah, at 7
p.m.
Purchase Area
Singles Society (PASS)
will have a potluck dinner at Reldland Community Center at 7 p.m.
For information call
1-898-2878 or 1-527-7253.

Saturday, Jan. 14
Murray State University Libraries will be
closed today.
Dance featuring Fire
.Mountain (country) is
scheduled from 8 p.m. to
midnight at Murray
Moose Lodge.

Sunday,Jan. 15
7 a.m. at church.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
Mohler will be honored
with a reception in
celebration of 50th wedding anniversary from 2
to 4 p.m. in Fellowship
Hall, Kirksey United
Methodist Church.

Winter 1Photography
Workshop will be from 8
The Single Connection
a.m. to 4 p.m. in
Alcoholics Woodlands Nature will eat lunch together
Anonymous and Al- Center, Land Between at 12:15 p.m. in ComAnon will meet at 8 p.m. the Lakes. For reserva- munity Room of North
Branch of Peoples
In west side of Livestock tions call 1-924-5602.
Bank. Each family
and Exposition Center.
should bring own lunch.
For information call
Sunday, Jan. 15
753-0061, 762-3399,
Murray Assembly No.
Alcoholics
753-7764, 753-5094 or 19 Order of the Rainbow
Anonymous will have a
753-7663.
for Girls will have an
closed meeting at 4 p.m.
open installation of ofMurray Chapter of ficers at 2 p.m. at lodge in west side of LAvestock
and Exposition Center.
Full Gospel Business hall.
For information call
Men's Fellowship Inter753-0061,
762-3399 or
national is scheduled to
Kirksey United
meet at 6:30 p.m. at Methodist Church Men 753-7764.
Holiday Inn.
will have a breakfast at
Murray State University Libraries will be
closed today.

Monday, Jan. 16

•
Monday, Jan. 16

Monday,Jan. 16

First Baptist Church, cancellations for TuesMayrield.
day luncheon of Murray
Christian Women's Club
Murray State Univer- should be made by noon
sity Libraries will be today by calling 753-3999
open from 8 a.m. to 4:30 or 75345349.
p.m.
East Calloway PTC
Alcoholics Skating Night will be
Anonymous and Al- from 6 to 8 p.m. at
Anon will have an open Roller Skating of
potluck meeting at 7 Murray.
p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton.
Exercise is scheduled
at 7 p.m. at Murray
Reservations and Moose bodge.

Parents Anonymous
will meet at 8:30 p.m.
For information call
782-2504, days, 753-6089,
753-4128 or 753-8987,
evenings.
Ceramics Class of
Westside Baptist
Church will meet at 6:30
p.m. at Cerami
Boutique.
Exercise Class will be
at 11 a.m. at First Baptist Church.
• ••

•

Ky. Lake
Country Buffet
Saturday Night 5:00-9:00 p.m.
Menu Includes:

1

Steam Boot Round Roost Beef carved on the
line, Southern Style Fried Chicken, Ky.'
Country Ham, Spicy Barbecue Spore Ribs,
Ky. Lake Catfish, Asstd. Vegetables, Asst.
Ky. Made Cheese, Large Salad Bar and
Beverage.

Monday, Jan. 16
Murray -Calloway
County Chorus is
scheduled to meet at
7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Chuch.
Bluegrass State CB
Club is scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. at
Homeplace Restaurant.

A.Pf;s '42.• 151
,)0I

Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
club house.

RECITAL PRESENTED — The music students of Mrs. Unda Wright recently were featured in their annual holiday recital. Those receiving special recognition included: Best Piano Performance Spring '83, Roger Hutson,
first, Kela Conley, second, Beth Henninger, third, Elizabeth Marquardt and Benjamin Wright, fourth; Most Practice Hours Piano: Beth Henninger, first, Kelp Conley, second, Wendy Smotherman, third; Most Practice Hours
Guitar: Chad Young, first, Tammie Jones, second, Chris Adams, third; Ideal Student, Nicki Willie. Others participting in the recital included Jonathan Lessman, Kerni Conley, Jennifer Wright, Ryker Wilson, Christi Reeves,
Lori Adams, Jason Groppel, Angie Reeves, Brian Rudolph and Shelley Rudolph. Rick Henninger played the
trumpet with Mrs. Wright as piano accompanist. Angie Schwartz and Nichole McCarthy, piano students of Julie
Baker, also performed. Other instruments being used were flute, clarinet and electronic keyboard. Several vocal
selections also were included in the recital. Pictured, from left, are Tammie Jones, Jennifer Wright, Ryker Wilson
and Benjamin Wright.

DATEBOOK...

Continued from page 4

Theatre plans auditions

1

Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 6:30
p.m. for a potluck supper with the meeting to
begin at 7:30 p.m.
Hazel and
Centers will
from 10 a.m.
for activities
citizens.

Douglas
be open
to 2 p.m.
by senior

Area Evangelism
Conference by Kentucky Baptist Convention will be at 7 p.m. at

Adults

Children

$695

$425

i

Kenlake State
Res rt P

•

•

Wayne Hopkins of Rt. 1, Hardin, is now
recuperating at his home after having been
dismissed from Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. He
and his wife, Kathy,• were injured in a onevehicle accident on Highway 80 on the morning
of Jan. 4. His wife still remains a patient at the
Paducah hospital.

Patients dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from
Paducah hospitals include Minnie Oliver of Murray from Western Baptist; Richard'Duke of
Hazel and Mildred Lowe of Murray from
Lourdes.

McAlister in training
Pvt. Daniel A. McAlister, son of Barbara S.
Davis, Fayetteville, N.C., has completed basic
training at Fort Sill, Okla. During the training,
students received instruction in drill and
ceremonies, weapons, map reading, tactics,
military courtesy, military justice, first aid and
Army history and tradition.
He is a 1983 graduate of Fayetteville Technical
Institute High School. His wife, Caryn, is the
daughter of Ira Gibson, Rt. 4, Mayfield, and of
Mary West, 303 1/2 North Sixth St., Mayfield.

Poetry contest planned

Sale Starts Saturday.

The Kentucky State Poetry Society announces
its 1984 Poetry Contest with cash prizes of $8.45 to
be awarded. The contest's closing date will be
May 31. For complete instruction sheet, send
SASE to James W. Proctor, 505 Southland Blvd.,
Louisville, Ky.
: 40214 or call 1-368-8248 after 10
p.m. The awards will be given at the Annual
Awards Dinner on Saturday; OCt. 20, at Pennyrile State Forest Park, Dawson Springs.

Dismissals
are released

11#1falli

44110

Hopkins now home

The Christian Community Theatre of Murray
will hold auditions for its premiere production,
"City of Refuge,” on Friday, Jan. 20, at 7 p.m.
and Saturday, Jan. 21, at 1 p.m at the Chi Alpha
Center, 200 North 15th St.
The play will be performed on the evenings of
March 2 and 3 in the auditorium of Curris Center,
Murray State University. No experience is
necessary, according to David Lauby, managing
director. For information call 753-3313.

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Monday,
Jan. 9, was 112 adults
and three in nursery.
No newborn admissions were listed.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Willie L. Foster,
411 North L.P. Miller
St.; Ms. Rita Saxton and
baby boy, 512 South 12th
St.; Mrs. Judy G.
Wallace, Rt. 3; Miss
Jamie R. Miller, Rt. 5;
Mrs. Patsy A. Bean,
313 Heritage Dr.,
Mayfield; Miss Casey
G. Oliver, 210 South
Ninth St.; Mrs. Sharma
J. Henson, Rt. 9, Ben,ton; Charles D. Brown,
Rt. 5;
Mrs. Barbara W.
Latimer, Rt. 7; Miss
Amelia K. Lovett,
1414-A Stadium View;
Larry W. Roberts, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Aubrey P.
Willoughby, 1726
Melrose;
Frank Roberts, 1134315t
Calloway Ave.; Mrs
Grace. Parton, 418
Vanlea Dr., Fulton;
Lester 0.,Settle, Rt. 1,
Dover, Tenn.; Mrs.
Sadie ICI. Cooper,
Puryear; Tian.;
Mrs. Lucille Haley,
Rt. 1, Dexter; Mrs,
Lucy E. Rickman, 109
South 15th St.; Monroe
Wilkerson (expired) Rt.
7, Mayfield.

4
1Ie
24
-

•

408 N.
12th

Men's
Tweed Sweater

12.99
Orig. $29. Wintrycolored, speckled knit
with raised seam on
the raglan sleeve.
Acrylic/wool blend.
Men's Sizes S, M, L, XL

Closed
Sunday
Flippens Hillbilly Barn - For The Freshest Produce At The
Lowest Prices!

Bananas 3 lbs. 90°

Lettuce only 59° Head

Celery

Large

Bunch

39°

Peppers 304

1 Lb. Bag

Large Bunch

Carrots 35t.

Broccoli 89

Cauliflower $ 1 69

Green Cabbage

301.

We Also Sell Wholesale For Your Restaurant Needs!

Lettuce *1075

Celery $154P.

2 Doz. Heads

Green Pepper
$146° Case
Red Potatoes
$1 171 10A LK Rao

Yellow Onions
$1 51260

Don't Let The-Texas Freeze Scare You — We Still Have Quality
Citrus At Before Freeze Prices!

...a0001""aufair

•••• -•••• 41,•••••

on ProKeds®
velcro jogger.
Featuring nylon uppers
and rubber soles.
Easy entry adjustable
velcro closure. Assorted
colors in men's,
women's, and boys sizes.

A

Beg

And Much More Just
Call Us At 753-8214

.••• ••• •••!: •/".

17.
99
A great buy

,
,...r.a••••••••••••

JCPenney

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky

•

•

•
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City, county churches list Sunday services and meetings
Various churches in
the city and county have
announces services and
meetings for Sunday,
Jan. 15, as follows:

(Toby) Schellingerhout, nion will be celebrated.
The Church Choir,
new pastor, will speak
about "Intimate In- directed by Judy Henry
terlude" with scripture with Cynthia Scribner
from Luke 22 at the as organist, will sing the
10:45 a.m. service at anthem, "They That
Presbytarian
First Presbyterian Know Thy Name."
The Rev. Thomas Church. Holy CommuThe installation of the
Rev. Schellingerhout
will be Sunday at 4 p.m.
with a brief reception to
follow.
Church School
Assembly will be at 9:30
a m.

Preaching should be
'neither too loud nor
too long,' Wesley said
• KANSAS CITY, Mo.
(AP) — The key to effective preaching is to
be "neither too loud nor
too long," advised the
18th century founder of
Methodism, John

1979 Trans Am,
good condition,
black
wired,
louven, power windows, Hops, tit,
cruise,
AM/FM
Cassette Stereo,
rear de-fog, low
ming*, 301 motor.
Call 753-7777

jot

Wesley.
His view is contained
In a handwritten letter
of Nov. 18, 1765,
presented by the Lewis
Mohr family, descendants of a Methodist
bishop, to Melrose
United Methodist
Church here as part of
its celebration of
American Methodism's
bicentennial.
The letter, written to a
young minister before
he was sent to America,
also advised him never
to "sit up later than a
quarter to 10" unless he
was involved in a "watchnight prayer
service."

s • Wal-Mos1 Sells too Loss •

WOI

MOO

Wilkins, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. and
6:15 p.m. services at
Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
At the morning service the Church Choir
will sing "Nailing My
Sins To The Cross" with
Kerry Vasseur as
director.
Children's Church,
directed by Mickey Hutson, will be at 11 a.m.
Steve Jones will sing
"Jesus Got O'Hold Of
Methodist
My Life" at the evening
Dr. Walter E. service.
Mi,schke, Jr., minister,
Musicians will be
will speak about "Faith Paula Kinsolving, GlenMakes It Happen" with da Rowlett and Teresa
scripture from Hebrews Suiter.
11:1-14 at the 10:50 a.m.
Sunday School,
service at First United directed by Gary EmerMethodist Church.
son, will be at 10 a.m.
The Chancel Choir, and Church Training,
directed by Paul Shahan directed by Steve Jones,
with Bea Farrell as will be at 5:30 p.m.
organist, will sing the
anthem, "Come, Thou
Almighty King."
Bethel and
Church School will be
Brooks Chapel
at 9:45 a.m. with CoveThe Rev. Dean
nant Prayer Groups and Woodard, pastor, will
UMYF ,and Jet Cadets speak at the 9:30 a.m.
at 5:30 p.m.
service at Bethel United
Methodist Church and
Elm Grove
at the 11 a.m. service at
The Rev, Calvin Brooks Chapel United

Soils In. In*. •VenLA.1...•

JI.Ct..

•.•

Methodist Church.
His subject will be
"Preparation For The
King" with 'scripture
from Ezekiel 43:1-12.
The 7 p.m. service will
be at Brooks Chapel.
The pastor will speak
about "A Sabbath's
Rest Awaits The People
of God" with scripture
from Hebrews4:7-11.

Leland Peeler is director with Dwane Jones as
organist and Anita
Smith as pianist.
Sunday School with
James Rose as
superintendent, Regina
Peeler as organist and
Susan Jones as pianist,
will be at 9:45 a.m. Dixie Peeler is church
secretary.

Church Training with Gamble, Shannon GamSonny Lockhart as ble, Kevin McIntosh,
director will be at 6 p.m. Gene Watson, Joe Hendson and John McKee,
the latter music
Mason's Chapel
director.
and Hazel
Morning Bible classes
The Rev. John Churchwell will speak at the will begin at 10 a.m.
10 a.m. service at
First Christian
Mason's Chapel United
Dr. David C. Roos,
Methodist Church and
at the 11 a.m. service at pastor, will speak at
Hazel United Methodist 10:45 a.m. services at
Goshen Methodist
Sinking Spring
First Christian Church.
Church
The Rev. Roland
The Rev. Eddie
At Mason's Frank Darrel McFerron will
Jones, pastor, will Young, pastor, will
Coles will direct the be worship leader with
speak at the 11 a.m. ser- speak at the 11 a.m. and
music with Sharon Margaret Boone as
vices at Goshen United 7 p.m. services at SinkMyatt as organist and director of music and
Methodist Church. He ing Spring Baptist
Karen Coles as pianist. Maxine Clark as
will be assisted by Scott Church. His morning Sunday
School will be at organist.
Coleman.
topic will be "The 11 a.m.
Also assisting will be
The Church Choir, Resurrection of the
J.W. Jones will direct O.B. Boone, Joe Rigsby,
directed by, the pastor, Dead" with scripture
the music with Toni Don McCord, Ron Cella,
will sing "Follow Me." from Acts 26:8. His
Jones as organist at Jim Clopton, M.C. Ellis
Ronnie Hutson will give evening topic will be
Hazel. Sunday School and Mike Holton.
the children's devotion. "The Many Adversaries will
Sunday School will be
be at 10 a.m.
Sunday School will be of, the Church" with
at 9:30 a.m.
•
at 10 a.m. and evening scripture from Acts
Memorial Baptist
worship at 6:30 p.m.
26:19-20.
Seventh & Poplar.
Dr. Jerrell White,
Max McGinnis, music pastor, will speak at
John Dale will speak
Grace Baptist
director, will song a 10:50 a.m. service at at 8:30 and 10:40 a.m.
The Rev, R.J. Burpoe, solo, "One Day At A
Memorial Baptist and 6 p.m. services at
pastor, will speak at the Time." Laura Paschall
Church. Guy Cunn- Seventh and Poplar
10:50 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. will be organist and
ingham, deacon of the Church of Christ.
worship services at Sharon Furches will be
His morning topic will
week, and Fred Stalls
Grace Baptist Church.
pianist.
be "Take My Yoke Upon
will assist in service.
The Church Choir will
Sunday ,School with
Milton Gresham, You" with scripture
sing "Who Am I" at the Mark Paschall as direcminister of music and from Matthew 11:28-30.
morning service. tor will be at 10 a.m. and
youth, will direct the The evening topic will
Church Choir as be "Jesus Deals With
1... I
• 1IOnlf.
Sells tor Lass • Wol-Nlort Soils Nur Lass• Wel-Mart Sells for Lau
members ing "Praise to Suffering and Death"
the Lord, The with scripture from
Almighty" with Randall Mark 5:25-28.
1
_A.
Assisting will be Jerzy
Hwy. 641 Central Center
Winchest as organist
and Margaret and Bolls, Jerry Ainley,
Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. Noon-6
•
Michael Wilkins as John Paul Nix, Tommy
Prices Good Fri., Sat., Sun.
Carraway, Ted Howard,
pianist.
The Rev. Terry Sills, Danny Cleaver, Keith
Jan. 13-15
superintendent of Blood Farley, Roy Harmon,
River Baptist Associa- Emmanuel Manners,
tion, will speak at the 7 Teddy Cohoon, Ronnie
p.m. service when the Sills, Fred Douglas, Don
ordination of deacons Spiceland, Stan Sim•
mons, John L. Williams,
will be conducted.
•
, Mr. Greshman will Stafford Curd, Johnny
sing "Do You Believe In Hphannon, Kenneth
Cleaver, Glen B. Gibbs
Me."
Church Teaching with and Steve Steele.
12 oz
Bible classes will
Reggie Key as director
ANTACID
Reg 1.48
will be at 9:40 a.m. and start at 9:45 a.m.
Church Training with
Glenn Hale as director
First Baptist
,
N•
Dr. Greg Earwood,
will be at 6 p.m.
•
pastor, will speak at
nt.. et s coNr
10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Don services at First Baptist
12F4. Oz
Farmer, pastor, will Church. His morning
speak at 10:50 a.m. and scripture will be from
'4 RORER
Limit 2.
:INC
6 p.m. services at John 2:1-11.
•
G.T. Lilly, Paul
Westside Baptist
a Church. Ronnie Walker Dailey, Jr., deacon of
will, serve as deacon of Vie week, the Rev. G.T.
Moody, associate
the week.
Tommy Scott will pastor, Tommy Walker
3
direct the Church Choir and Mike Sykes will
in special music with assist.
The Adult Choir,
Patsy Neale as organist
and Susie Scott as directed by Wayne
Halley, minister • of
pianist.
Sunday School will be music, will sing "Holy
Lord Of Hosts" at mornat 10 a.m.
ing hour and "Jesus Has
32 oz
Come" at the evening
West Murray
Reg 1.83
Gil Johnson, minister, hour.
1
Joan Bowker will be
will speak at 10:50 a.m.
3 and 6 p.m. services at organist and Allen
West Murray Church of Knight, pianist.
Sunday School will be
Christ.
His morning subject at 9:30 a.m., and Criiirch
will be "Abortion, Right Training, GAs, RAellnd
or Wrong?" which is the Acteens at 6 p.m.
Limit 2
second in a five' part
Hazel Baptist
series on the home.
The Rev. James T.
At the evening service
he will present the final Garland, pastor, will
16
,
lesson on "The speak at 11 a.m. and 6
Qualifications of Elders p.m. services at Hazel
No.2," which is a part of Baptist Church.
Music will be directed
a series on organizing
by Gene Orr Miller with
the church.
Assisting will be Ken Gwyn Key as organist
and Oneida White as
pianist. Mrs. White and
Denise Lassiter will
sing a duet at the mornte.rAP
11-**.h
.46
hour.
ing
Reg.
1.87
•
ps".:•;;;
DERRY
'
S
r4
)
. •r4ZI
Sunday School with
CUSTOM KITCHEN
lit.ILF4r4ir*
Don Bailey as director
iitto° ig.t*
will be at 9:45 a.m. and
CABINETS &
Church Training with
CUSTOM
Pat Hutson as director
WOODWORKING
will be at 5 p.m.
Over 20 Years
f*penance
Episcopal

UMRC

110

INALTMART

Maalox
Antacid

Maalox

1.22

a

Dawn
Dishwashing
Detergent

Quaker State
Superblend
Motor Oil

F

Reg 97'
•

83°

A

2/3.00

Limit 6

sips

Ruffles
Potato Chips
Reg 1.36

F

PORTO
CHIPS

Post®
Raisin Bran
or
Super Sugar Crisp
Cereal

Thst

92°
Limit 2

RaISIN
BRa

lbst

S4eilarr

Grasp

.30
Each

PIS5Lnen

Limit 2

•

B Raised Panel Doors
Birch•Ook
Walnut•Cherry
Guncoses•Mantles
Bookcases•Kitchen
Cabinet fops
Custom Built Furniture
B Furniture Refinishing
COMPETIVE PRICES

•

Special Purchase!
Dayelle Polyester Standard Size
Bed Pillows. First Quality
Assorted Styles and Colors
a

2/5.00

'Non
.EXtr

llergen.

753.5940

•Re Pitirn
*0
s
'
hent
.
Nodoriess

1212 Main

Murray
Ky..

The Rev. David
Robinson, vicar, will
conduct Holy Eucharist
services at 8 a.m. and
10:30 a.m. at St. John's
Episcopal Church.
Assisting will be Jeffrey Sickel, Carl
Mowery III, Will Gentry, Claudia Moore,
Frank Blodgett, Tracy
Harrington, Tina
George, Pat Robinson
and Krystel Mowery.
Christian Education
classes will start at9:15
a.m.

n Matting
Artcraft Photography

While 600 Last .

Limit 2

WM:MIMS ADVIIIRTIIMED 111/110140•11114111 POUCY —Neer /411/410.10
•••ry ost.en••• +moor sox* Hawn« o two op woo usilsousses MIMS 0'10.1'
Need ewe•nos worm 'Or POCIVW•I Wil-M1111
tNo••OINIeCheca 111. newel
far le• eNryrenelieN b gurceseed 0.0 ode
itleaniver •011111, t•
or es•oompones• no•rosm•••••••• Vall roma Os /sato to
••• mama, •
...I• My. 11•••••:0
-

Hwy. 641 Central Center
Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. Noon-6
Prices Good Fri., Sat., Sun. Jan. 13-15

Completr layout
Destgo Work
Solid Wood Cabinets

WAI:MART

•

Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing

•

aitt•• Us* ow tails •waimi*** soils to, Lots • WJI-N100 SON tot Less • WlMo.i Seet. so, lapis • wai-mon S•0* 5.. Uhl •WCII- MOO,Sens 10. 1.,.• W0LA•01.1 Soils /0. Lass • VV•I-4nor1 Solls toe La

118 South 12th St.

753-0035

•

-41PLAPLIst-

Nardi

BO

Maj

407 Sot

1111
HE

1021

Groc
Hwy.

1
Lynn

501

F,.01.11

492.

A
IN

•

•- .

•-•

oe-le -41...m.orwoweisomeigempormoua...._
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SIRLOIN 31'01:JUDE'

6
EAST SIDE COURT SQUARE

Home Owned & Operated By Ron & Joyce Satlin
Featuring Doily Lunch & Dinner Specials
Bel Air Shoppiqg Center
753-0440

15% Cosh Discount On Prescriptions
kb Dyes, P.PN. Free Delivery IN Nowleft, R.pc
753-1462 - 24 Nrs.

1

Health Care Equipment Specialist
Soles And Rental

Home

South 1Zah Strome
/
Southold* Center

I.M•LLAND MEDICAL

753-8971

Hal Hemp, R.R.T.
lb

VICTOR'S

Joe Todd
Motor Sales
Jos Todd

Murray, Ky.

107 See% 4th Street

West Ky.'s Sandwich Specialist
WE DELIVER
CARRY-OUT SERVICE OR DINING ROO
1 301 W Main - 753-7715

Larry Nil.

507 S. 12t6

753-2114

Storey's
Food Giant

Parker
Ford Inc.

Rol Air Shopping Comfit

701 Main - 753-5273
111911111MMIMOMmew

Compliments of

BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED
'Complete Milling Facilities"
Industrial Rd.••••753-5378

Attend the Church o

Carroll Tire Service
•

mom:Your UNIROYAL Tire Dealer

1Y2 Blocks East of So. 12th
1105 Pogue
753-1489

MURRAY AUTO
AUCTION
DEALERS ONLY • THURSDAY 6:30 P.M.
753-8300

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
301 S. 3rd.

753-2411

COUNTRY CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT
Specializing In Plate Lunches And
All You Can Eat Fish Dinners
Hardin, Ky.
437.4871

BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
GERALD BOYD - OWNER

Major Engine Repair•A/C Tune-up Service
Automatic Transmission Service
407 South 4th
753-1750

RANDY THORNTON
HEATING IL AIR CONDITIONING,
HEATING• AIR CONDITIONING•SHEET METAL

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

802 CHESTNUT

753-8181

County Line Grocery
Groceries & Gasoline

6 Days A Week 6-7
489-2533

Ilwy. 121
Compliments Of

Taylor Seed Co.
Lynn Grove Rood

753-5742

Vaughn's Plumbing
Jimmy Lamb, Owner
501 N 4th
753-6168
Let Us Entertain You

Murray
Theatres
Ann's Ceramics
Otiose

Free lestressiees

Thies bAppelensasof

Mon-Tues-Thurs 6-10
Wed-Fri-Sat 1-5 Certified Teacher
492-8869
2 Mies West of 64 1 Seet6 ea looriess bed

BLOOD RIVER
Margin Worship
11:111a.m.
Evosiegyerehip
CO p.m
CHERRY CORNER
Mavis Worship
11:15a.m.
Emig Womb*
7:11p.m.
casmarrrnizrr
GENERAL
Sunday Scheel
0a-IIL
Mario Worship
11:111a.m.
OZILDWATER
Monis Worship
110a.m.
Romig Services
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
&wily Wool
9:4
Meraing Senior
LI:0
Everdeg Senior
1.59
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Weinsoko Sera.
11:31p.m.
Simla Scheel
10:19am.
Warship Service
11 am.
Seelig Nile
1:1111pm.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sudsy Scheel
Main Wiwi*
11:11 a.m.
Swam Wird.
1:0 p.m
Willmoily Engles
7:0p.m
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Monis Wordip
11:11 am.
Ewing Warship
1:16
EMIIIANUEL MISSIONARY
ikon's Worship
11:01a-m.
trails Worellp
1:11p.m
rAmi BAPTIST
Monis Warship
11:111a.m.
Ewing We
6:10 p.m
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
910 a.m.
Worship
10:46 a.m. & 7 P.m.
Church Training
1p.m.
FLINT BAP'fIST
Mereles Woe*
11:011.M
Ewing Worship
1:4 p.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Smday Sdied
9: a.m.
Mom*Wen*
1019am
bike eve. War.
LO pm.
HAZEL BAPTIST
limbo Scheel
COsm.
lioniss.Wardelp
11:111
Clank Trelleg
6:11p.m.
RamboIFOrriip
He pm.
BAPTIST7:111 p.m.

rp

Ilowley Scheel
W 11am
Warlip &nice
11:gala
Diming &nice
S:38 p.m.
GRUM BAPTIST
lime* Waft
11:10am.
Evenigwrn
kralip
ai
7:31p.m.
MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
SeedyScheel
111:111 am.
Pwreethieg
ideaday Dwe11:0a.m.&1:0p.m.
7:0 pm.
LOCUST GROVE
Monies Warship
11:Nam.
Erodes Won*
7:11
Lek OAK
PRIMITIVE
let&oft
1:111
Ird Swift
2:0 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
lam*Wore*
10:19am
Endes Womb*
I: p.m.
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
%Way Scheel
9.31am.
Wen*
11:19am
NEW MT.CAR).
MISSIONARY
Menlo Wars*
11:11a.m.
Emig Ward*
CIO p.m.
NORTHEDE
Mien*Wen*
11:111ami.
toming Wan*
7:11 pm.
NNW PROVIDENCE
Simeln Wed
11.11am.
Preaching Sere.
11:1111a.m.
Mislay Service
1:11p.m
0111174 CHAPEL
Navies Warship
11:19am
Deis Warship
1:11 pm
PLAIN GOSPEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST
moos
:r Niue
Suridey Scheel
11 am
Won*
1 pet.
Worship
POPLAR SPRING
11:19am
Norsk(Harelip
1:31 p.m
Emig WorMip
SAIM BAPTIST
11:11a.m.
MolesIhrahip
7:16 p.m.
Evades Worship

MURRAY
MEMORIAL GARDENS

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Worship Service'
10:19 am
is CM pm
HURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
War10:31
Rade Wool
1:311 am.
EnnioService
11:110p.m.

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO
Bilge Study
I0:19 e.m.
Monies Harelip
11:11eus.
Even* Won*
1:0p.m.
COIDWATEI
mamaitoutip
Wila.m.
Emig Worildp
4:0 p.m.
DEXTER
Moro* Wen*
10:0a.m.
Evening Warship
1 p.m
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10:19am.
Naming Worship
11:19 am.
GREEN PLAIN '
Bible Hedy
11:1111a.m.
bleming Service
11:41 am
1:19pm
Wed. Worship
7:31p.m.
HAZEL MACH
OF CHRIST
Sitio Stady
WOO
A.M. Worship
W4
P.M. Worthy
Mld-Week
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH°,CHRIST
Saida Scheel
111:111a.m.
Monimi Warship
U:0p.m
Erodes Wert*
6:11p.m.
MINN CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Stocky School
11:01 a-m.
Mane* Worship
10:10am
Evening Worth,
7:10 p.m.
Ulm*& Wodesedsys
MTAXIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
11111a.m.
11seeing Weide
11:111a.m.
Zweig Warship
6:19 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
•
Mars*Service
*Naas.
Evades Wrap
CIO p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morelos Warship
11:11a.m.
Dyeing Worship
11:31 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Warship
11:11am.
Emig Worship
111111p.m.
SECOND STREET
Meyers Wan*
WOam
Enuring Wird*
1:111 p.m.
SEVENTH & POPLAR
WarshipService
1:31 am.
Bible Study
9:46am
MoraleService
11:41 a.m.
Lassies Won*
11:0p.m.
Wad BailStudy
7:M p.m
Moto
7:0p.m.gamer
UNION GROVE
Morales Worship
141:61a.m.
Emig Won*
COI0.m.

PRESBYTERIAN

WEST MURRAY
ManlyIhnlip
10:19am
Eva*WNW,
1:01 p.m.
WILLLUSSCHAPEL
Bade Study
RAIa.m.
Morning Worship
U:0am.
Wed Eva
Stady
7:0pm.

METHODIST
BETHEL UMTED
Mersin Monier
9:7115.se
Sudsy Sdaul
10:
tad & 41/Sea Night
SA p.m.
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNTIED
Sew*Scheel
11:SI am.
Honing Worship
11:111 a.m.
let& 1rd Sao Night
7:4 p.m.
COLDWATER UNTIED
Worship Service 11:19 am 1 & red
Sueday, 10:19 am 3rd Aith, Sands,
School 111:19 a.m. lat & lid Smedley,
11:111a.m.3rd & 411Sasday.
COLES CAMPGROUND
WarshipService
9:0
&Way Scbool
9:45
DEXTER-HARDEN UNITED
Sunday Scheel
11:111 a.m.
Waste)
11:11a.m.,1:11p.m.
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
11:41& 10:58am
GOOD MCPHEE)UNITED
Worship Service
1111a.m.
Sunday Sdrool
11:11am
*GOSHEN METHODIST
CherchSchosi
1011a.m.
WoraipService
11:11am
Riming Ser. War.
311p.m.
HAZEL UNTIED METHODIST
Warehip
WO Ian.
Sleds,Sdioal
11:11am.
INDEPENDENCE mann
Seedily School
ara.
Morning Worship
11:11a.m.
EIRKSEY UNITED
Siotleyliebesi
Mendes Warship
11:111a.m.
Emig Warship
7:0p.m.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9:45 am.
Clairdi Mod
10:19am
MARTIN'SCHAPEL UNTIED
Worship Service
1:31a.m.
Sadly Scheel
am
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Ward*
10:19am
SandeySebool
110am
MT.CARMEL
Wolfe Service WO am 2ied Stmday; 11:0 am Rh Sudsy, SUadsy
School 11:0 rue. let - Ith &Eider
11 am Ind Smiley.
MT.HURON
Ian*Service 10:19 am 1st &Way
11:111 Ind Sway: Seeedsy Wheel
11:11 am. IA Swap &W.,
feet ed &Rh Sudsy.
PALESTINE UNITED
SwiftScheel
10:19am
Wog*
11:111a.m.
RUSSELLS CHAPEL UNITED
Wardle
9:46 run
Sy$e6
11:10a.m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
imam klaml
01.14.
Morales Worahip
111:46 am.
Emig
CO pm
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
)
Sendly Sdisel
'
11:
•a.m.
Mening Warship
11:11am
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morales Worship
0011.=
Swift Weed
11:11a.m.
HAYNES CHAPEL
AWE CHURCH
Swim &bid
11am.
Weftkrvice
11 am.
Putor William .1 Pratt

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
11:0a.m.
Monis Word*
10:19am
Smidsy Schee
6:0 p.m.
Ewe*Worship
MURRAY CHURCH
t:411 am.
Sudsy Sokol
111:411 am
Menem Wendy
Ennis Warship
110 pm
Weals* Harelip
1:31p.m.

Established 1945

753-5142

Compliments of

D & W Auto Supply
e nxtall mut° alas,
Auto Paint Maier-In'

512$. 1216

753-4543

'Mprray Electric System
r

401 011ve - 753-5312

BETHESDA BIBLE CHURCH
Benton Symonds Hwy., enamor&
Sunday School
0:46
Morning Woreittp
11:00
Wed. Evades
7:00
CHURCH Or JESUS cinurr
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
MI& MO&
-Sudsy School
11:01am
Unread Most
11.11a.m.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ara.& 1750St,Murray
Smiley
11:0am
Sarin Schee
11:11Iam.
led Wet
7:31p.m.
REIM Wed
134
110IANUEL LUTHERAN
rzlidts4/8141am 10; m ans.
1110aJa.
•
JEHOVAH'S WITNISSIES
Waidgewer
Lactwe
1:31am.
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
AMMOScheel
Set eISam
Wu
SM.11:11a.m.
ST.JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Bey Cimino
HSam
Swain &tend
I:LSam.
Hob Ommismim
ICU aJe
ST.HENRY'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Set
6p.m.
Sm.
lam
ST.LEO CATHOLIC
=Pal
Swift Name
CIS pea.SaMrelay
8:IS a.m. Simelay
11:11
Sioday

Phne 753- U 13

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALL° AY SERVICE
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

753-3540

4th

ServrCe

I

753-5397

GOLDEN CORRAL
Home Of The
.,„.,,,,,,,,,,,-,-. „ Famous 40 Item Salad Bar
\
----y ',----- 719 South 12th

7534822

KEEL'S VACUUM
SALES • SERVICE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
753-2706

ENTRAL CENTER

754-9995

SAFE-T DISCOUNT
PHARMACY
Everyday Lowest Prescription Prices

Byron's Discount Pharmacy
Everyday Low Price Prescription Service
by Iltiseires, Palmist
Olympic Plasa

Flows: Twos. & Thom 040 mm.ile 4 p.m. eSupplues

6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Wad., Fri. 1 p.m. re 4 p.m.

TERRY'S PAINT
& DECORATING CENTER
was Flew Cowing
Sestliskle Shea*.Caster

753-2380

North 1 211, Stree

Hours
Sea. -Mors.
7 a.m. -11 p.m.
Fri. IL Sat.
a.m. -Midnight

Attend Churc
Regularly
Breakfast Served
7 a.m. -10:30 a.m.

Lynn Grove
Feed & Seed
Co.

Lynn Grove

435-4415

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
12th & Main-Murray,Ky.

Attend The Church Of Your Choice

Kentucky Mai Ckiektn
"It's Heger tickle' Geed"
Try Ovr Witless IWO end Nen Swidwidtes
Call is Orders 753-7101
Sycamore at 1216

o

Open All Year

'fp Fresh Fruits &

9-fillbilly 'Barn

Vegetables
Building Supplies

ickman

Pttti

Quality Materials
•Fair Prices
•Prompt

Service

orsworthy 753-6450
LYNN GROVE
SUPER MARKET

753-6779

753-3321

Glendale At WhItnell (Ballad Ng Jelea's) 703-4170

Compliments of

Mar-Lane Ceramics
Certified Teacher
& Gift Shop .custorn Orders
Rt I Murray

WincheSier
fAinray,Ky.

Keecrete

Wheel Alignment
400 N.

'PRINTINq

rppA

Hooks

RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple

OTHERS

East Main Street

Word -Elkins

urThe Saving PIECE
.

Byron Forbin', Pharmacist
COMMUNTIT=Rai
9:31
Seto Scheel
11:31
Mama Werslip
NOME=
INDEPENDENT
McKeon Rout Dener
111:•sm.
Seeley Sdoil
11:111am.
Warship

Fitts Block & Reedy Mix Co.
wag
Ith

MURRAY

Enjoy Our Dining Focilities
Sunday Buffet
753-5986
Served 11:3013.m. -2:30 p.m.

INDEPENDENT

auks & Reedy

Auto Body & Frame Work

Sycamore

BETHEL CHAPEL
Seeley Bassi
W19a.
WorshipService
11:19am
Emig Woldp
HO pm
CALVARY TEMPLE
Smiday Schen
11:0 a.m.
Morning Woo*
11:0am. v
Eosins Harelip
1:31 p.m.
Wed Service
7:111p.m
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST-Aim Heights
Stodgy Scheel
*O&M
Word*Soviet
11 am,7 pm
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
206Coldwater Rd.
Sen.Ser.
WU km,7:111 p.m
Wed. BIN* Study
7:00 p.m.
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF OM
&may Scheel
1019am
11:19am
Moning Won*
7:19pm
Sludgy Emig
7:111
Eon.141e
TRDRTY CHRISTIAN
aunts
WO at Camay
Moth Scheel
WOam.
Worship
11:19am
Sudsy Evening
1:31 p.m.
UNTIED,NEW CONCORD
1011
baby Schad
11 LILA p.m.
WershipSen.

AMU Of SNELL OIL POOIIIICTS
Seem
CalIoney, Reaves,
713-1311
mid GAM,Gounelee

Buck's Body Shop

APIIIMinil

PENTECOSTAL

kentvoky Lake
Oil Company

AU JERSEY

900

FIRST PEEMITTEELUI1
Church &teal
9:311uo.
Worship Service
111:41am
LIHICRTY CUMBERLAND
Seaday Scheel
RN Am.
WarshipService
6:19am
MOUNT PLEASANT
11:11 am
Morelos Warilip
7:0pre
Evening Worship
NORTH PUIASANT GROVE
Soda School
9:41 am.
Warship Servile
11:10 AM.
OAK GROVE
10:19am.
Sem*Schee
,7 p.ss.
LI
Worship Serf.

UNIVERSITY
1:31am.
First Warship
9:31a.m.
Sudsy Scholl
11:31a.m.
Snead Warship
6:11p.m.
Delos Worship

QUALITY DAIRY PRODUCTS
Merrily, Ky.
753-0202

•

12th ifk Chestnut,759-4646

SCOTTS GROVE
11:0am
Warsliplervice
7:1111p.m.
Erodes Wardip
imam SPRING
Emig Warship
11:15 am.
Evades Worship
7:M p.m.
SPARC CREEK
Sancily School
10:19am
Idereing Warship
11:111am.
Treeing Urdoo
Evades Wen*
7:7111p.m.
Wed. Worship
7:0p.m.
ST.JOHN RAPTLTT
CHURCH
Merinos Worship
1:19 am.
Seaday School
11:91am
SUGAR CREEK
Marries Wars*
11:19am
ErmdagWorip
Aa
t
1:46 p.m
FORK
Morriss Worship
11:11a.m
&May Deming
10
Wednesday Dom*
7:0 p.m.
swansBAPTIST CHURCH
10:10am
Smoky Scheel
Earning Warship
10:11 am.
$:0
Endes Worship
7.0p m.
Wed.ErodesSer

FLAY-CI-RICH

Mausolomn-Cemotery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
• 753-2654
641 North

PIZZA HUTe
.pin..Paste•Samdwithes

our choice

BAPTIST

BAPTIST

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
759-4522

753-2540

Lynn Grove, KY.

Owners: Ruble
& Johnnie Taylor

WESTERN SIZZLIN
STEAK HOUSE®
Now Serving Steak, Prime Rib & Seafood
759-9555
12th Street

COMPLIMENTS OF

Belcher •
Oil Co.
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Lady Zips' rally
overcomes MSU

Jakubick, Akron
overpower Murray
in league opener
AKRON, Ohio (AP) — Senior guard- Joe
Jakubick sparked a second-half explosion, making all of his seven floor shots and seven free
throws, to lead Akron past Murray State 89-77 in
Ohio Valley Conference basketball Thursday
night.
"Jakubick is just amazing. Time and time
again, he gets the job done," Murray State coach
Ron Greene said.
Jakubick, averaging 28 points a game, scored
35 in this one, as Akron outscored the visiting
Racers 51-40 in the second half.
In the first half, the lead changed hands 19
times, and never more _than _three points
separated the teams. Akron took a 38-37 lead into
halftime.
Akron took the lead for good on a basket
underneath by junior center Bryan Roth, making
the lead 50-49 with 15:44 left. On the in-bounds
play, Jakubick made a steal and was fouled during his layup attempt. He hit the two free throws
( his layup was not allowed) and Akron scored
eight unanswered points over the next four
minutes to open the spread to 58-49.
Murray State closed the gap to five points on
senior guard Brian Stewart's basket with 12:12
left, but Akron pulled away as Jakubick couldn't
miss. In the second half he was 7-of-7 from the
field.
Greene wasn't too disappointed with the loss
saying his Racers played well enough to win, but
Akron played better. During the second half the

\
44 • .

Zips hit 66.7 percent from the field compared to
Murray's 54.0 percent. For the game. MSTJ shot
54.7 percent.
Akron, 6-6 overall and 1-1 in the conference,
had 16 points from Roth and 12 points from
sophomore guard Mike Dowling.
Murray State, 7-4 overall and 0-1 in the OVC,
was led by junior forward Vada Martin's 27
points, his best scoring night of the season.
Stewart added 12 while Lamont Sleets was held
to less than half his 20.1 point average, getting
only 10 the entire game.
Other Racers in double figures were Craig
Jones, 11, and Craig Talley 10.
"Murray State played well enough to win,"
Greene said. "We put five players in double
figures and we shot 55 percent. It was the type of
ball game where, with a few calls going our way,
we could have won it."
Saturday MSU continues its trip through Ice
Valley, visiting league-leader Youngstown State
— a 73-63 vjctor over Austin Peay Thursday.

Racer Vada Martin (35)
MURRAY STATE(77)
Martin 13.17 1.3 27, Jones 5-5 1-2
11. Lahm 1-3 0-0 2. Sleets 4.15 2-2 10.
Stewart 5-10 2-2 12, Talley 5.8 0-1 10.
Holland 0-0 0-0 0, LJndauer 0-2 0-0 0.
Youngblood 2-4 1-1 5 Totals 35-64
7.11 77
AKRON (139)
Suthers 3-5 0-0 6. Aeord 5-70-2 10.
Roth 8-17 0-0 16, Jakubick 15-19 0-9
35, Brown 1-5 4-4 6, Shaffer 2-4 0-0 4,

Dowling 5-7 2.3 12, Moss 0-4 0-0 0
Totals 37-68 15-18 89
Haltime — Akron 38, Murray St.
37. Fouled out — Sleets, Stewart.
Rebounds — Murray St. 27 I Martin
71, Akron 29 (Suthers 81. Assists —
Murray St 22 (Sleets 5), Akron 26
(Brown. Suthers 6). Total fouls —
Murray St. 20, Akpan 16. Technlcals
— none. A — 2,475.

AKRON, Ohio — Mur- until :40 'before MSU
ray State couldn't hold finally hit a basket to
on to a 14-point lead in make the score, 69-66,
the second half as the favoring Akron.
Lady Racers dropped
From there the
their first Ohio Valley hostesses maintained
Conference game of the the lead as the teams
season at Akron, 71-70.
swapped free throws.
Karen Hubert, the , Murray State played
leading scorer in the the entire game with onOVC,scored 48 first-half ly six players — Connie .
points for MSU and end- Logsdon being the sole
ed the night with 22 substitution and she onpoints and 11 rebounds. ly played two minutes in
But despite building a the second half while
52-38 lead with 13:17 left starter Melody Ottinger
to play, the Lady Racers had a hand injury
couldn't withstand the examined.
Lady Zips comeliack.
Shawna Smith, a
guard from Calvert CiFrom 13:17 until 8:50 ty, Ky., scored 18 points
in the second half, the and grabbed five reLady Racers were bounds for MSU, now 2-8
scoreless against an overall; 0-1 in conAkron offensive that ference play.
produced 13 points and
MSU Coach Jean
cut the Murray advan- Smith was miffed over
tage to one, 52-51.
her team having to ride
Murray battled back 12 hours by bus to play
to a 7-point lead, 64-57, the Ohio school — the
with 4:35 remaining, but same trip _the MSU
again fell victim to a men's team made by
four-minute scoreless plane.
streak.
The Lady Racers visit
The Lady Zips went on Youngstown State,
a 12-point jag from 4:35 Saturday.
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Lady Tigers: Trying to slow the Marshall train

OBSTACLE — (12) Ann Harcourt's shot is batted into next week by Marshall
County center Mary Taylor (42), a 6-foot clone of 5-foot-10 All-Purchase forward
Carol Parker (41). Watching the mismatch is Murray High center Kendra Thurmond. The Lady Tigers lost to Marshall County, 65-29, Thursday.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
DRAFFENVILLE,
Ky. — During a lighter
moment earlier this
season, Murray High
girls basketball coach
Jim Harrell was
describing how to stay
in the game against
Marshall County, ranked No.1 in the girls'
state poll:
"First, you don't try
to dribble against them
and second, you don't
try to pass."
Unfortunately for his
Lady Tigers they tried
to do both Thursday
night and the final result
was Marshall County 65,
Murray 29.
Realistically, few
Region 1 coaches enter
a contest with Marshall
County courting the idea
of beating the unbeaten
squad. As Harrell explained it, "We pretty
well knew we weren't
capable of beating them
— not many teams
around here are — but
we did disturb them a
little tonight. We didn't
stop 'em, but we slowed
the train down a little."
In laymen's terms,
the Lady Marshals
didn't crush the Lady
Tigers by more than 50
points — something they
have done ,to almost
every other team
they've played this
season.
Part of Murray's success, if the Harrell
measurement is used,
stemmed from the Lady
Tigers' ability to &intro'
the tempo, somewhat,
and keep the Lady Marshals from blowing the
roof off their hom'e gym.
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"We fought 'em hard,
but we needed more
shots to fall our way.
When you're playing the
No.1 team in the state
you've got to have those
shots fall," Harrell said.
The Lady Tigers used
a half-court and occasional fullcourt press to
slow the MCHS guards
to prevent them from
getting the ball to Carol
Parker or Mary Taylor
.too quick.

against the best competition in the state."
"You fight them tooth
and nail and then when
you lose you don't hang
your head because you
gave everything you
had," Harrell said.
Playing the Lady
Marshals, now 10-0, has
become a nightmare for
area coaches with their
overpowering inside
game, super-quick
guards and well disciplined defensive
Parker and Taylor, machine. However
the
who stand 5-10 and 6-0, halftime dance
routine
ended up the top scorers is performed to
the tune
in the contest with 21 of a popular
rock hit
and 15 points. Lady that offers
a message to
Marshal guard Staci frustrated
opponents:
Dick had 10 points, all in "Don't Fight
It."
the first half.
MHS won't have to
Murray was led by fight it again until
Feb.
senior guard Connie 10 when the Lady
MarSpann Who picked up shals visit
Murray. In
five of her seveh total the meantime
, MHS
points in the first half hosts another
district
when ,her team was opponent
— Mayfield —
trailing, 32-11. Sheri Monday night.
Swift and Diana Ridley
each had six points and
at Marshal County
MARSHALL Có. (65) — Parker 9
Anne Harcourt came off
3-6 21; Barrett 3 2-2 8; Dick 5 0-010.
the bench to add five.
Yopp 1 2-24. Taylor 7 1-2 15; Cop 0
While Harrell and the 2-22; Mathis 1 0-0 2; Waldrop 0 1-31.
Harrell 1 0-32. Totals 27 9-20 65
Lady Tigers were
MURRAY (29) — Spann 3 1-4 7;
dominated by the Lady Thompson 1 1-2 3; Swift 30-0 6; Hays
1 0-2 2; Ridley 3 0-0 6; Harcourt 13-4
Marshals, the MHS 5. Totals — 12 5-12 29.
Halftime — MC 32, WM 11. Total
coach said it was good
— MC 11. MHS 17.
for his team to "see fouls
Records — MC 10-0. 3-0 district,
what they can do MHS 3-4. 0-2 district_
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FRUSTRATED — Murray High Coach Jim Harrell
finds sidelines duty very frustrating as he watches his
Lady Tigers against Marshall County, the No.1 team
in Kentucky.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Wilbur shot upsets Georgetown in 20T
By The Associated Press
Dwight Wilbur told his
Villanova teammates
during a last-second
huddle that he would
sink the winning basket
to upset fourth-ranked
Georgetown.
He didn't belive it,

THIS IS THE WRONG TIME TO
FIND OUT YOU DON'T HAVE
THE RIGHTINSURANCE
Love Is A Valentine Picture

though.
But when a Villanova
play designed to go
elsewhere broke down,
Wilbur got the bail in the
right corner and hit an
18-footer that lifted the
Wildcats to a 65-63,
double-overtime victory
over Georgetown in a
Big East Conference
game Thursday night at
Landover, Md.
A few miles away,
top -ranked North
Carolina stayed
unbeaten, by downing
No. 5 Maryland 74-62. In
other top games, No. 7
Houston beat Texas
Tech 88-66; No. 8 TexasEl Paso breezed by San
Diego State 75-59; No. 13

Fresno State topped
Cal-Santa Barbara
69-51; No. 14 NevadaLas Vegas routed San
Jose State 105-77 and
No. 20 Tulsa topped Oral
Roberts 84-78.
With the score tied
63-63, Villanova used its
last timeout with 16
seconds remaining to
set up its final strategy.
It was then that Wilbur
told Harold Pressley
that he would make the
winning shot.
''I didn't believe it
then and I still can't
believe it now," Wilbur
said. "I was the last option on the play. We
were going to go to
Pressley and if we

"I know computers inside and out,
like Block knows taxes."
It's too late after you vs hod on("cadent or your horn* is burglar,red
That's why et's p good idea to consult an independent
Insurance Agent kke us before you buy your pok-y. We representseveral companies—not iustone. So we con givip you
evert, drofessionce/°duke on how to select the beee insurance
coverage at the best price.
And right now were offering
an Informative free bookie that
aim help make choosing the recta
your inn bookie today claelone
wle you needauP
it.
THE MORI-THA14-0141•COMPANY INSURAIlla ANNE

Holton, MilkigIn & Havortitock
Insurance Agoncy
_2015Main_StAllorn*,ky 42071
753-3415

•-

x ;
ortraits 19.84
Call For Appointmnt, Netv Hours
Tues.-Fri. 10-5, Sat.j0-12
Closed Mondar
Photography By
David Celaya

"I'm trained to know computers, not taxes. So I
rely on H6LR Block for tax preparation. Block
keeps up with the tax changes. They're trained to
spot every deduction and credit I'm entitled to.
They must be good/
1
4
three out of every
four Block clients
get a refund."

- WELLS STUDIO
216 E. North
Mayfield, Ky.
247-1851
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People who know
their business go to

Hon Kock

couldn't get inside, then
one of the %girds would
shoot."
"When I shot the ball,
I thought we were in for
another overtime," said
the sophomore guard.
Georgetown, 13-2, had
overcame a six-point
deficit in the final 23
seconds of regulation.
Michael Jackson's
22-foot jump shot at the
buzzer sent the game into overtime at 59-59.
Neither team scored
in the first overtime as
both teams misfired
from the floor and the
free-throw line.
In the second overtime, Villanova's Frank
Dobbs, who had missed
two shots in the final 13
seconds of the first,
'extra period, scored four
quick points to put the
Wildcats ahead. A jump
shot by Jackson and two
foul shots by Patrick
Ewing, who had been
held scoreless for 24
minutes, tied it and left
it up to Wilbur.
Wilbur scored 10
points while Pressley
had 17 points and 17
rebounds.
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Chacon underdog Saturday
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By ED SCHUYLER
Sports Writer
RENO, Nev (AP) —
"We're going to get in
there and play a good
game of catch," says
Bobby Chacon
"I hope not," says
Ray Mancini. "I hope
I'll do all the pitching."
But the game the two
friends play is not
baseball, but boxing,
and critics say both
catch too many punches, bleed too much.
Both men claim they
have more boxing ability then they generally
are credited with
having.
Thursday, they tried
to laugh off their detractors at a news conference for their
scheduled 15-round fight
Saturday night for the
World Boxing Association lightweight championship held by
Mancini
The 32-year -old
Chacon, of Oroville,
Calif., will be bidding
for a third world title in

AP

the bout on the University of Las Vegas-Reno
campus. It will be
televised live by Home
Box Office beginning
about 7:15 p.m., PST.
"We both love to hit,"
said Chacon, the former
World Boxing Council
featherweight and super
featherweight champion. "We both love to
hit.
"I've been trying to
bleed all during training, but it won't come.
The doctor did a good
job."
In his last fight in
which he rallied to win a
12-round decision over
Cornelius BozaEdwards last May 15 at
Las Vegas, Nev.,
Chacon needed 24 stitches to close cuts. Some
observers thought the
fight should have been
stopped.
"I wore red today
because everbody talks
about how much blood
there's going to be,"
said the 22-year-old
Mancini, of

Youngstown, Ohio.
Turning serious,
Chacon said, "They say
bad thing are going to
happen in this fight. No
bad things are going to
happen.
"Ray has that misfortune happen with Kim,
but that was one fight,"
said Chacon, referring
to the fight in which
South Korean Duk Moo
Kim was injured fatally.
"We're both in good
shape."
"It's more dangerous
now," Chacon has said,
admitting that 13 years
as a professional fighter
has made him an old 32.
"I have to stay in shape
all the time."
Mancini was about a
4-1 choice to win his
fourth title defense. He
has a 28-1-0 record, with
22 knockouts.
"They always call me
underdog," said
Chacon, who is 52-6-1,
with 42 knockouts, "but
when the fight comes
and it is over ... dum-dedum — Wonder Dog!"

Raiders' Bahr plans to prevent
LA from getting kicked around

BOOM BOOM — Lightweight champion Ray 'Boom
Boom' Mancini doesn't want to take a chance on kissing his title good-bye when he fights Bobby Chacon,
Saturday.
AP File Photo

EL SEGUNDO, Calif.
(AP) — While Chris
Bahr isn't looking to join
Jim O'Brien as a Super
Bowl place-kicking
hero, he'll be ready if
given the opportunity.
"I'd much rather see
us with a 21-point lead
with five minutes to
go," the Los Angeles
Raiders place-kicker
said before practice
Thursday. "But that
doesn't mean I wouldn't
accept and enjoy a
challenge like that.
"I guess that would be
the ultimate challenge
you could have in my
position."
Bahr is aware that only once in the past 17
Super Bowls has a lastgasp field goal determined the outcome.
O'Brien, in his rookie
season, kicked a
32-yarder with five
seconds remaining to
give the Baltimore Colts
a 16-13 victory over the
Dallas Cowboys in
Super Bowl V on Jan. 17,
1971.

Bahr, completing his
eighth National Football
League season, needs
few words to sum up the
life of a place-kicker:
"Kickers are like used
cars. Nobody notices
them until they break
down."
Bahr has done very
little breaking down in
helping the Raiders
earn their berth opposite the Washington
Redskins in Super Bowl
XVIII at Tampa, Fla.,
on Jan. 22.
Bahr joined the
Raiders in 1980 after being released by the Cincinnati Bengals and
responded by scoring a
career-high 98 points.
Then, he clicked on
six-tof-seven field goal
attempts and all 12 conversion tries as the
Raiders marched
through the postseason
on their way to Super
Bowl XV, where they
beat the Philadelphia
Eagles 27-10.
During the current
playoffs, Bahr has been

perfect, making all four
of his field goal attempts and all eight of
his conversion tries as
the Raiders advanced to
the Super Bowl by
beating Pittsburgh 38-10
and Seattle 30-14
Bahr isn't as wellknown as Washington's
Mark Moseley, who
became the first placekicker ever to win the
NFL's Most Valuable
Player award when he
did so in 1982. But he's
been more effective
than Moseley recently.
Moseley had his problems during thE NFC
Championship game
between the Redskins
and San Francitco last
Sunday, misfiritig on
four field goal attempts
However, given a fifth
;chance, Moseley connected on a 25-yarder
with 44 seconds remaining to give the Redskins
a 24-21 victory.
"Everybody's had
that kind of day," said
Bahr.

At the moment, Wilander may be the best on pro tennis tour
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
He is a lean, hollow-cheek kid of 19 with stringy
hair that's always falling down in his eyes. He
looks lost and frightened in the big, moneyswamped world of professional tennis, but don't
let appearances fool you.
Put a mid-sized racket in his hand, turn him
loose on a lined court that measures 27x78 feet
and he can be as harmless as a rattlesnake or a
sub-machine gun.
Mats Wilander (pronounced Vee-Lon-Der) of
Vaxjo, Sweden, and Monte Carlo may be the best
tennis player in the world at this moment. Topseeded in the Volvo Masters, the Super
Showdown of the year-long, world-girdling
Grand Prix tour, he is out to prove it this
weekend at Madison Square Garden.
He may and he may not. He is still quite young.
He is looking down the guns of the modern day
heavyweights — flashy John McEnroe, dour
Ivan Lendl and feisty Jimmy Connors — but is
facing them unafraid.
"I don't say I'm going to win this tournament
as any other tournament I'm playing in," he

says, "but I think I've got as good a chance as
anybodf."
It's hard to imagine this kid pounding his way
through such awesome obstacles.
He stands 5 feet, 10 inches and weighs a mere
155 pounds. If he played football, he'd be on the
schoolboy team. If he hung around a baseball
diamond, they'd have him running bats.
But already, with only three years of experience on the tour, he has demanded respect
from his rivals and attention from the international tennis realm.
Going into the Volvo Masters, Wilander was
center of a controversy that made the college
football rankings look like an exercise in
tranquility.
"Who's No.1?"everybody was asking.
According to Grand Prix ratings, a point
system based on a point system covering the entire year's schedule, Wilander was on top. He
was closely followed by Czechslovakia's Lendl,
McEnroe and Connors in order.
Yet the Association of Tennis Professionals
(ATP) computer placed McEnroe first, followed

Both Laker teams 4-0

CCMS wins doubleheader against Benton
Calloway Middle
School baoketball teams
remained undefeated
Thursday by winning a
boys-girls doubleheader
against visiting Benton.
The Lakers played all
17 players on their
roster in a 38-18
runaway. Ten Lakers
scored in the contest including Chad Stub-

blefield who was the
game's leader with nine
and Cary Alexander
who had eight points
and five steals.

CCMS girls' coach
Pete O'Rourke said his
team survived a "poor"
performance but still
managed to beat Benton, 27-18. The visitors
Cory Wells was singl- were held scoreless in
ed out by CCMS Coach the third period which
Buich Kinsolving for his provided the Lady
defensive work, Lakers the necessary
especially hauling down break to pull ahead for
a game-high seven good.
rebounds
Toms Camp scored 11

by Lend!and Connors with Wilander fourth. This
conformed with the World Championship Tennis'
separate Nixdorf system Connors was second
ahead of Lend!.
The Grand Prix Masters' windup this weekend
is supposed to clarify the picture. Personally, we
think — win, lose or draw — young Wilander
deserves No. 1 for 1983. He played in more tournaments and won more than any of the other top
contenders.
He faced McEnroe three times during the
year, beat him in all three — the French Open on
slow clay, the A'I'P Championships in Cincinnati
on cement and the Australian Open on grass.
tie hasn't played Connors, but he defeated
Lendl in the finals both in the ATP and
Australian while losing at Brussels and in the U.
S. Open. He lost to Yarulick Noah in the French
Open final.
Unfortunately, bigtime tennis is a mishmash
of talent. No one man has been able to take the
game by the throat and dominate it, as Big Bill
Tilden, Don Budge, Jack Kramer and Rod Laver
did in other eras.
Nobody was able this year to win two of the
four Grand Slam events (Australian, French,
Wimbledon and the U. S. Open). Budge won all
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four in 1938, Laver scored the slam twice, once as
an amateur and again as a pro.
Noah won the French, McEnroe the
Wimbledon, Connors the U. S. Open and
Wilander the Australian.
On pure talent, McEnroe should he undisputed
No. 1 but he hasn't matched his head with his
skills. He loses too often. Lend!, who has never
won a major, seems to tense up in big finals.
Argentina's Guillermo Vilas, a rare talent, is a
poet. Connors gets by on sheer guts.
Only young Wilander has shown the proper
mix of ingredients to be a true champion.
As did his fellow countryman, Bjorn Borg,
Wilander burst upon the scene as a child prodigy,
at age 17 in 1982 knocking off Lend!, Vitas
Gerulaitis, Jose-Luis Clerc and Guillermo Vllas
in order to win the French Open.
Once a backcourt precisionist, he since has
developed a big serve and a net game. Critics
say he is farther along than Borg was at the
same stage.
The kid admires Borg but detests
comparisons.
"Borg is Bjorn Borg," he says. "I am me —
Mats Wilander."
We'll remember.
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Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck Darts—save 10-50%

Ark -L1tUe Rock 79. .Georgia
Southern 66
Bradley 89, W. Texas St 80
Houston 88, Texas Tech 46
Texas-El Paso 75. San Diego St
59
Tulsa 84, Oral Roberts 78
FAR WEST
Arizona

St 64, Washington St 62,

OT
Colorado St 54. Alr Force 46
Fresno St 60, Cal -Santa Barbara
51

Both CCMS teams are
now 4-0 and both play
host to South Marshall
on Monday.

8-hp Riding Mower
The 68 Rider has a covered engine for a quiet ride;
shift-on-the-go 5-speed transmission. Triplesafety starting, color-coded controls, recoil or
electric start. Choose 30- or 34-inch cutting a
width. Optional rear bagger for 30-inch mower •
Recoil Start Reg. Price $144906
0

WE
BEND
ANY
TAILPIPE,
INSTANTLY
most exhoust pipes

too

Fullerton St 67, Pacific 59
Idaho St 82.N Arizona 86
Montana 62, Boise St 52
Montana St 78. Idaho 51
Nev .Las Vegas 105, San Jose St
77
New Mexico 80, Hawaii 46
Oregon 80, So. California 49
Pepperdine Se )4o -Kansas City
73
Utah St. it, Cal.-lrvine 68
Washington 56. Arizona 53
Weber St 80. Nevada Reno 62

High School Basketball

65

Citadel 71. Charleston. W Va. 62
Georgia St 68, SE Louisiana 57
Houston BaptIn 68, NW Lout
515.115 50
Jacksonville St 104,
Aub -Montgomery 810
Middle Tennessee St 57.
Morehead St 54
N Carolina 74, Maryland 42
Samford 61. Mercer 78
Tennessee Tech 70. 5 Kentucky
58
Vs Commonwealth 64, N C
Charlotte 54
• Carolina 96. Lynchburg 54
MIDWEST
Akron 89. Murray St 77
Colorado 66. Marquette 62
Creighton 711, S Illinois 62
Iowa 42. Northwestern 19
Kaftans St 64, 5 Washington 57
Michigan 44, Minnesota 12
Purdue 63. Ohio St 5.2
W Ramie a. SW Missouri se
Wichita St 90, Drake 77
WI, Green Bay 74
Wiz •Parkside 61
Wisconsin IL Michigan St 74
Youngstown St. 71. Austin Peay
ea
sOunlynY
Arkansas To, So Methodist 08

South 1t*!Persist

High Scheel flaskstba
12
Tiarreday's Gsrses
Fairview 40, Boyd Co 41
gays
Hancock Co 60 Whitesville
Breckinridge Co 52, Owenaboro Trinity se
Apollo 44
Harlan 66, Cawood 49
Bremen 64, Dawson Springs 58
Henderson Co 53, Madisonville,
rulton City 111, Farrnlngton 51
46
Grant Co. 111, Harrison Co. 40
Highlands1.47. Scott High 42
Greenup Co 50, Ashland 40
Johnson Central 53. Betsy Layne
Harlon 75. Middlesboro 86
40
Lou Beth Haven 42, Brown 40
Lawrence Co 58. Ashland Blazer
McCreary Central M. Russell Co 33
82
Lou Farrndale 47. Beth Haven 26
Madisonville 66 Henderson Co
Lou Mercy 47, Butler 42
56
Lou Presentation 61. Iroquois 34
Somerset 63, Boyle Co 49
McCreary C•itral 42, Russell Co
PiantsvIl• Welt Trny
4e
First Remand
Marshall Co 16. lerrray 29
Betsy Layne 44, Morgan Co 86
Mason Co 50. Bath Co 17
Orb
Meade Co 59. Lou Angela Meric
Adair Co 59. Cumberland Co 41 48
Anderson Co 48, Harrodsburg 111
Mercer Co 52, Owen Co 49
Bardstown M, Campbellrville 31
Notr• Darns 55. Newport a
Breckinrlde Co 62 Owerisborb
North &AIM 45, Buillit 011151ra1 4.2
ApoLlo ell
Oldham Co 47, Trimble 03 30
Campbell Co 52. Covington
Shelby Co 51. Hedy Co 50
Holmes 50 SOT
University Heights 71, Bremen 43
Cearenta Si. Green Co. 45
Warren East da. Allem Co-Scott
Clark Co IN, Franklin Co 62
37
Clay Co OS Middlesboro 49
West Carter 55, Raceland 16
Cast Hardin IC West Hardin'SA
Western Anderson SO. Eminence
Ellsobethtoent 47, North Hardin 96

753-8971,
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Close-Out
On All 83
Model John
Deere Equip.
Making Room
For 84

Hydrostatic -drive and hydraulic lift make the
14-hp 314 Tractor ideal for jobs other than just
mowing. Hydrostatic drive gives you one-lever
control of travel speed and direction.. no clutching, no shifting. Hydraulic lift lets you position
equipment exactly where you want it. The 314
also has built-in headlights, high -back seat and
color-coded controls. Mowers, front blade, tiller
and snow thrower are available.
314 with 48" Mower Reg. Retail $4478c*

College Basketball Results
College lisslisiball
Thursdris Scores
EAST
CanIsius 68, New Hampshire 62
George Mason 96. Boston C 82
George Washington 72. St
Bonaventure 96
Penn St 63, Duquesne 53
Rhode Island 98, W Virginia 91
St Francis. Pa 82. Fablele
Dicklnson 80
St Joseph's. Pa 60, Rutgers 69.
OT
Temple M. Massachusetts 66
Villanova 66, Georgetown 63, 20T
SOUTH
Baptist 71. Utica 66, 20T
Centenary 89, Hardin-Simmons

g•
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points and Tracy Banks
had nine for the
hostesses. Melinda Butterworth's five points
add five rebounds were
VroductS ,̀V her exsellent defeiSive performance, O'Rourke said.

SCOREBOARD

DataShack

••

si

397800Save $500c*

NOW $
ONLY
Sere
Money_
pipe eending
to yew specs.
•TAILPIPES
*DUALS
'EXHAUST PIPES

John Deere Model 317

John Deere 21"

17 H.P. Twin Cyl. Hyd.
Reg. $4748"Save $400"

Self Propelled 4 H.P.

•

NOW

Discount
Mufflers
On Exhaust Ports

$43480°

',John Deere Modes 318
18 H.P. Twin Cyl.
Reg. $5558" Save $600"

•
1
•

Inspection'

NOW
A•therited
10.4•• Csett•r

•
•

MURRAY

RENTAL SALES

$4958°°

Other Models At Closeout
Prices 71
/
2 A.P.R. Financing
During Month Of January,

BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER
639S 4th St
Phone 753 9868

Save $30"

•

from
1 0% •• 20% Oil

NOW
'
46000

CENTER
'

•

200 E. Main

753-8201

COME BY AND REGISTER FOR FREE COLOR T.V.To Be Given Away
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McDonald fires, demotes officials who gave to campaign
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP
— State School
Superintendent Alice
McDonald has firM or
demoted at least 11
department officials
who contributed to her
election campaign, The
Daily Independent has
reported.
A copyright story in
the Ashland newspaper
said the officials contributed nearly $6,000 of
the nearly $325,000 that
Mrs. McDonald raised
In her race for the
statewide position.
The newspaper
reported Thursday that
nearly all the contributions came in the last six

weeks before the Nov. 8
general election
It also said that
several had made donations to Dr. James
Graham, who was Mrs.
McDonald's opponent in
the Democratic
primary last May.
Six top officials were
fired, two others retired
to avoid termination,
and several more were
demoted or transferred
after Mrs. McDonald
took office.
Mrs. McDonald
declined comment
through an aide Thursday on the personnel
changes, which have involved 20 people, and

PONT SAY I NEVER DO
ANYTHING FOR YOU...

the campaign
contributions
Campaign spending
reports show that
among the dismissed or
demoted staffers who
gave to the McDonald
campaign were:
r Arnold Guess,
formerly head of the
department's bureau
for administration and
finance. Guess, a
former superintendent
of Boyd County schodls,
supported Graham in
the primary with a $570
contribution, then
donated $500 to the
McDonald campaign in
September and another
$1,000 in October. He

was fired Jan. 3.
r Armand Biscontini, formerly head of
the department's division of accreditation
and program audit.
Biscontini, fired the
same day as Guess,
gave $300 to Graham
and $300 to the
McDonald campaign.
r Carolyn Wosoba,
formerly assistant state
superintendent for instruction. Ms. Wosoba
gave $500 to Graham
and contributed $700 in
July and another $129 in
October•to the
McDonald campaign.
Ms. Wosoba's husband,
James, was also listed
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primary and then contributed a like amount
to the McDonald campaign on Nov. 10, two
days after the general
election.
Taylor, a Boyd County
native and former
Ashland city commissioner, remains at his
post.
Teacher groups were
Mrs. McDonald's biggest supporters before
the primary, donating
more than 236,000 to
help finance her upset of
Graham. For the entire
year, teacher organizations pumped more than
$90,000 into Mrs.
McDonald's cause.
The largest contribution from a county
teachers' group was
$6,000, from Pike Count y teachers in
September.
Mrs. McDonald also
helped her own cause
with a $55,000 personal
loan, made April 15.
That was paid back by
funds raised after the
primary.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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as a $500 contributor to Mg to stand for people official apparently has
the McDonald cam- playing both sides managed to straddle
paign. Ms. Wosoba has against the middle," that political fence.
been reassigned to a says Paul Reliford, Redwood Taylor, head
lesser position within superintendent of the in- of the department's Ofthe bureau of dependent Fairview fice of Resource
instruction.
district in Boyd County. Management, gave $500
r Cooper Whitt,
At least one education to Graham in the
formerly director of the
division of school food
services. Whitt gave
$300 to Graham and then
contributed the same
amount to Mrs.
ACROSS
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McDonald's campaign
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Hog market
Federal-State Market News Service
Friday January 18 1964
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 4 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 432 Est 1,000 Barrows
011ta 50 lower Sows 50-1 lower
US 1-2 310-240 lbe
249 00-4675
US 2 200-210 lb'
248 00-49 00
US 2 210-260 lb..
$48 50-49 00
US 2-3 250-770 lb.
$47 50-48 50
Sows
US 1 2 270-350 Me
1131.3038 50
US 1-8 900-450 lb.
$37 50-40 OD
US 1 3 440-500 lb.
40 50
US 14500-600 lb.
*4090-43 30
US 2-3 900-500 Ibe
OW 50-TT 30
Boars $30.33
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKYCalloway Circuit
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BANK OF MURRAY,PLAINTIFF, VERSUS,EDWARD W.
HAYES; KATHERINE HAYES, AND COMMONWEALTH
OF
KENTUCKY, COUNTY
OF
CALLOWAY,
DEFENDANTS
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Husky erealcfastOnly $249
You can always count on Jerry's for
value. Like our Husky Breakfast...
2 large eggs. cooked to order, 3 sizzling
bacon slices, 2, pancakes, syrup and
chilled juice—all at a great price. Come
in and see for yourself hovj at Jerry's,
value is one more way...

RESTAURANTS
S. 12th St., Murray
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By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale of the Calloway
Circuit Court rendered at the December 9 Term thereof 1983,
in the above cause, for the sum of Thirty-eight Thousand §ix
Hundred Thirty Two and 52/100 Dollars (238,632.52) with interest
at the rate of twelve percent(12%) per annum from the 8th day
of December, 1983, until paid, and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House Door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on the
23rd day of January, 1984, at 1:00 o'clock p.m., or thereabout,
upon a credit of thirty (30) days, the following described property, to-wit:
A part of the Southwest Quarter of Section 15, Township
1, Range 4 East. Beginning at a stake in the West edge of
U.S. Highway 1441 the Northeast corner of Dewey
Grogan's lot; thence North with highway about 45 yards
to an iron stake; thence West about 97 yards to a gate post,
the South post; thence south about 45 yards to the point
of beginning.
Being the same real estate conveyed to Edward W.
Hayes, et ux, by deed dated September 4, 1979, and of
record in Book 160, Card 738, Calloway County Court
Clerk's office.
A part of the Southwest Quarter of Section 15, Township
1, Range 4 East and bounded as follows: Beginning at the
Northeast corner and on the west side of Hazel and Murray Highway; thence west about 24 rods and 6 feet to a
rock corner; thence south about 23 rods to a branch;
thence east with the meanderings of said branch to the
Murray-Hazel Highway, being the southeast corner of the
land herein conveyed; thence northeast parallel with said
highway about 31.5 rods to the point of beginning, and being about three and one-half acres, more or less.
And Six acres more or less out of a 14 acre tract deeded
to Hilman Coles by Genie B. Adams on the 2nd day of
March, 1944, and described in Deed book 77 at page 142
and 6 acres herein conveyed being described as follows:
Being the Northeast corner of said 14 acre tract and more
particularly described as follows: Beginning at a fence
corner where the lands of Edwin Shoemaker, Fred Barber
and 1-111M8.11 Coles join; thence south 36 poles 23 feet to a
stake; thence west 28 poles 18 inches to a stake; thence
North 36 poles 23 feet to a stake; thence east approximately 28 poles and 18 inches to the point of beginning.
And beginning at a point and iron stake located on the
West edge of the right of way Of U.S. Highway No.641, said
point being at the northeast corner of the land now owned
by Wylie B. and Lula Mae Parker, said point also being
the southeast cOrner of a tract of land described in a deed
which is of record in Deed Book No. 97, Page 588 in the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court; thence
west with Parker's North line for a distance of 450 feet to
an iron stake; thence north with Parker's present east line
for a distance of 122 feet to an iron stake; thence north with
Parker's present east line for a distance of 122 feet to an
iron stake; thence east on a straight line to an iron stake
on the west edge of the right of way of U.S. Highway 641,
which iron stake is located 133 feet north from the beginning point of this tract; thence south with the west edge of
the right of way of U.S. Highway No. 641 for a distance
of 133 feet to the point of beginning.
Being the same real estate conveyed to Edward W.
Hayes, et ux, by deed dated September 4, 1979, and of
record in Deed Book 160, Card 739, Calloway County Court
Clerk's office.
Sale of the above described real estate is subject to the
rights of the present tenants and the management contract
with Spann Realty Absociatee, Inc.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond with
approved securities, bearing legal interest from the date of sale
until paid, and having the force and effect of a Judgment. Bidders will be prepared to comply with these terms.
FRANK L. RYAN, MASTER COMMISSIONER
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
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15. Articles for Sale

30

Business Rentals

41. Public Sales

nUILDINGS

Civil Action File No. 03-CI-220

Commissioner's Sale
The commonwealth of.Kentucky, Calloway Circuit
Court Gene
Starks, ET AL Plaintiff, versus Berlene Lowery,
ET AL
Defendant.

NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgement and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the November 11 Term thereof
1983, in
the above cause,for the Division of Property and its
cost therein
I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House
door in the
City of Murray Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at
public auction the 23rd day of January 1984, at 1:00 0' clock p.
m., or
thereabout, upon terms of 10 percent cash deposit and
balance
in 30 days, the following described property, to-wit:
Beginning 23 34[100 poles North, and 143 poles 12 feet West
of the Southeast corner of the Northeast quarter of
Section 23, T 3, R 4, East; thence North 28 34[91 poles; thence
East 23 poles, 10 links to the West edge of the Highway;
thence South, with the West edge of the Highway, 28
34[91
poles; thence West 23 poles 10 links to the beginning corner, containing about four acres more or less, and being
the North half of all the land West of the Highway belonging to the grantor.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must pay 10
percent cash
and balance in 30 days, bearing legal interest from
the day of
sale, until paid, and having the force and effect of a judgement
.
Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these
terms.
Frank R. Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court

Over stocked on
1:4 and 16 10 ft.
rodwoOrd lumber.
114 27 limier ft.
lag 43' linear ft.
Good levy while it
knits.

on t4
University campus
Ideal for sororities,
fraternities or offices
753-2967

Mini

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492

MURRAY
LUMBER CO.
104 Maple
753-3161

16. Home Furnishings
2 THICK deluxe king
size bed spread, shams,
goose down pillow and
sheets. 4 months old,
$500 complete. Dinghy
sail and row boat, $150.
Call 753-9687.
32 PIECES of Metlox
Vernon Ware. "Della
Robbia" pattern. 7539487.
NICE corner couch
sleeper, like new. 7536185.
RANGE for sale, excellent condition. 753-8865
after 5p.m.
USED oak king size bedroom suite (bed and
dresser) Call 759-1398.
ENIT1-1 Allegio Console stereo with 8 track
cartridge player. New
Atari Frogger and Pitfall cartridges. Call
759-1918.

IPABERS Body Shop
will offer for sale at
Public Auction on
Monday, Jan 16, 1984 at
10 a.m., 1301 Chestnut,
to highest bidder, 1980
Tractor, Freight Liner
CA 213 HL 169703 and a
Great Dane Trailer No
97955. To recover
wrecker and storage
bills.

INSIDE
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
7 am.-?
1301 Peggy
Ann Dr.
Furniture, tools,
household
Items, many
other odds and
ends.

COMMERCIAL *Building. Work area, 25x25
Office, 12x25. $160.
Available Feb. 1st. Call
753-5980. After 5p.m.
753-1203.
RIDGEW AT
ST A DIES
Now rentlig,shah or porton
opens nallebie. Canneloni
to ceoptis sod reterinerieri.
$20 Minn 752.2010 after

43
31
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Real Estate

Want to Rent

2 BR iurnished cabin on
Ky Lake for 3 to 4
months. After 6p m
753-0302

Appointments

46. Homes for

Sale

2.Notice

6. Help Wanted

Beta
Beta

Welcome
Home
Mamma
Love,
Jeremy

san,

Cars

PAINTING

Painting
753-3716

HELP WANTED

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING

Low, Low Rates
Satisfied Okferences
Free Estimates
759-1983

Opportunity In
Health Field

WOOD
STOVE
SALE

WALLIS DRUG

Sale

tratirrTrclicat

and wood fireplace
insert 6150 each or any
reasonable offer Call
763-4029

Starting
at
$250.
OZARK
LOG HOMES
121 Symms

*PftESCRWIlOWS *MISR FRUIT MOMS
4110SPITAt SOPPUES TOR RENT AND SAI.1
*MOM 11141103 Of COSMETICS
*MOUSIER OSTEMIT PRODIKTS

Dr.
Misc
household
goods

Experi•nc•
tree topping
and
tree
removal. Free
•stireat•.
Wood for sale.
Call
474-8835
or
474-8819

FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.

Mobile Home Anchors,
underpinning, roofs sealed, aluminum patio awnings, single and double
carports.
JACK GLOVER
753-1873

wrrirzEwrs-r--w-e-

INSULATION blown in by
Sears. TVA approved.
Save on those high
heating and cooling
bills Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates

make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1-442-7028

ny

15. Articles for

Services Offered

FORMAL OR INIntestion-norldsmided
FORMAL . This is a
CAM/MILL WEL
011L1.1160
great entertainment
IllkAortzle Tn
home You can get in on
Call
Colloct
the tun with this four
901 352 3671
o,
bedroom, two bath, 11
/
2
901 -352-5)04
story home
Fenced
Frye Esilmalimi
back patio.. Truly a
FOR SALE
marvelous home for en1981 Cadillac
tertaining and comfortaGENERAL HOME
Diesel, white
ble family living...Let's
REPAIR. 15 years exsee this one today. CENwith burgandy
perience. Carpentry,
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
concrete, plumbing,
top, excellent
Realtors,..753.1492.
roofing, sliding. NO
condition
22
JOB TO SMALL. Free
TF you are looking for a
miles per gallon
quality built, very atestimates. Days 753tractive and very livable
6973, nights 474-2276
plus you save $8
home, you must see this
to
$10 a tank on
new listing. Features
formal dining room, eatdiesel fuel Will
in kitchen, central gas
trade, finance
heat, lots of openness for
INTERIOR
with down paythat spacious feeling, and
tastefully decorated. Call
ment or pay off
EXTERIOR
KOPPERUD REALTY,
bank balance
PAINTING
753-1222 today.
753-7113
COMBINE equity
buildup and tax shelter
WALLPAPERING
with this rental property near University
JIM DAY
Asking $28,500. Gross 1967 CORVAIR. Black,
annual rental is $5,700. hardtop. Newly upMurray Calloway holstered, new engine.
County Realty 753-8146.
Sharp! Price negotia
COUNTRY home, 4 bed- ble. Call 753 7863 after
FREE ESTI M4TES*
room, 1 1/2 bath, living noons or evenings.
room with cathedral ceilLEE'S CARPET
ing, also has fireplace 50 Used Trucks
CLEANING. Murray's
with heatolater, large 1953 FORD Pickup. only
professional Carkitchen, formal dining good condition 435-4326
pet Cleaning Company
room, den and large or 435-4158
with over 12 years
storage room. By Owner, 1968 CHEVY
Pickup, 327 continuous local service
Call 436-2197.
automatic, new tires and using the most powerful
FARMERS Home Ad- wheels, custom interior, cleaning system made.
ministration inventory nice See at 1803 College Hundreds of satisfied
properties. 2 homes, 3 Farm Road
repeat customers.
farms. Financing to 1976 FORD Van,
Call 753- Licensed and Insured.
qualified buyers. 1266 or at night
We move the furniture
753-3493
Predetermined eligilib1977 GMC Short Wheel free. Free estimates, 24
ity not required to buy.
Base, 6 cylinder auto- hour service. 753-5827
Let us show you these
matic, extra sharp
properties. MURRAY753-6963.
CALLOWAY CO
WM haul white rock,
REALTY. 753-81443.
53. Services Offered
sand. lime, rip rap and
IMAACULATE CONDImasonary sand, coal.
TION! The results of GUTTERING by Sears.
Call Roger Hudson,
hours of hard work by the Sears continuous gut753-4545
or
owners are evident in this ters installed for your
753-6763.
lovely home 3 bedroom, 2 specifications. Call
bath. All new carpet, new Sears 753-2310 for free
drapes and freshly pain- estimate.
MCKINNEY Appliance
ted inside and out. Nice
LIANCE repair
Service on all major
patio on back... large
all brands
storage area plus 2 car Specialize in Tappen. appliances. Wards,
carport. For your per- Call 753-5341 or 354-6956. Westinghouse, Maytag,
Tappen, • Admiral, G.E.
sonal tour, call CEN- Earl Lovett.
and all others. No. 10
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Dixieland Ctr 753-8506.
Realtors at 753-1492
NEED work on your
Aluminum and Vinyl
ONE of the best money
trees?
can buy is the three
siding and Aluminum
Topping, pruning, shapbedroom brick on
trim for all houses. It
ing, complete removal
Highway 121 South.
stops painting. 3'
and more gill ROVER'S
Family room 40'x15'.
Jack Glover
TREE SERVICE for
Formal dining, two
Professional tree care
753-1873
baths, fireplace, ceiling
753-0338.
fan, carpet, drapes,
three acres of land, new
septic system, plastic APPLIANCE SERand rock under house. VICE. Kenmore. Aksninurn Service
Co.
Check this one out Westinghd'Use,
Aluminum and vinyl
today! $84,500. Roberts Whirlpool. 21 years
experience. Parts and
Realty,- 753-1651.
siring. Custom trim work.
STATELY two story. service. Bobby Hopper, References. Call Will Ed
solid brick home that of- Bob's Appliance SerBailey, 753-0689.
fers space, comfort and vice, 202 S. 5th St.
privacy. Master bedroom 753-4872, 753-8886
has its own fireplace. (home).
BOB'S Home ImFirst floor has a 24 1e2 x
provement and General
15 living room, library,
We can frame and• Contracting
. 20 years
dining room, kitchen and
mat your art prints • experience, additions,
utility. Large friont porch
We have non glares' carpentry, painting,
and wrought iron fenced
& regular glass
• concrete work.
yard add to the elegence
CARTER STUDIO • aluminum awnings and
of this home. This is the
300 MAIN 753 829N
. trailer skirting. Call'
home for people who like
• 753-4501.
quality. Call MOP.
PERUD REALTY, 753- CHRISTINE
Odom.
For Your Hauling
1222.
Counselor and Advisor.
Moods
Sawdust
THREE bedroom Ranch E.S.P. and Card ReadUme, White Rock,
house close to town, large ing. Appointment only.
Grain.
lot, garage, equipted kit- (901) 247-5737.
Call 492-8425
chen, much more. By PAYE'S Monograms
Of 492-8485
Owner, only $43,000. Call Dixieland Shopping
753-9706.
Center, 753-774 3 .
Sweaters. shirts. pur- SEWING Machine Re47. Motorcycles
ses, linen, custom pat- pair. All makes and
models Industrial.
1980 CB 750F Honda, ches. Fast service.
home and commercial
low miles. 435-4326 or
38 yrs. experience. All
435-4158.
work guaranteed. KenXT-250 Yamaha, 1100
neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
miles. like new. Call
Stella, Ky.
435-4178 after 6:30p.m.

750.

tials they imply, please respond by sending your resume and 00014111OlitS to P.O.
Box 10409, Murray, Ky. 42071.

53

1983 mAZDA, GLC
automatic, air. will sell
for payoff. Call 753-9644

made
32.Apts for Rent
for your conve3 ROOM apt. furnished,
nience. Full time sale
electric heat, near UnLIMO.Family, COOK. Apply in person
associates
evening
iversity. Also frame
marriage, personal in a between 1:30-5:30.
phones.
house, 3 BR, 2/
1
2 miles
Christian context. Roland Ti's Barbeque, 806
2.Notice
from University. Call
Amos McCarty
753-2249
Jones, M Div. MS. Phone Chestnut St.
759-1671 Evenings 753PAY less than less. 759-9606.
Theresa Kniipt 753-7728
bENTAL Assistant,
6045.
Clearance sale through
Joyce Betsworth 753-9380
minimum high school 19. Farm Equipment
DUPLEX for rent. 2
January. Ladies Duck
education. Likes help
Anna %quart
753-2477
BR,
Bagwell
Shoes, now $9. Payless
Street,
all
Mg others and interest 8,000 LB. Ramsey
Louise Saks
753-2409
applianc
Shoe Source, 828 Cenes,
$275.
In working with your winch, all mounting
Available Feb. 1st. Call
tral Shopping Center,
Prentice Dunn
753-5725
hands. Send resume to hardware. For sale or
753-9240.
Murray.
Bob
489-2266
P.O. Box 1048A, trade. Call 753-6555 or
EFFICIENCY apt. $100
753-9648.
Murray, Ky.
Beta
plus utilities. Room $50
acreage si s
ONE reason why so
roi.litet)utiir
plus utilities. 753-8165 or from 1 acre to 10 acres,
Movie
World
22
.
many
Musica
parents
l
become
yr .511 age,
.
436-2411.
Aurora Ky and Ky Lake
now has a full
successful World Book
.•1111,1 ::11 the Week
UPRIGHT piano, needs PURNISHED apts. Ef- Area from $3995. For
sales
representati
ves
is
..1 .1.11
line of Beta
2.
:411
tuning. $140 firm. 759- ficiency, 1 or 2 be- homes, mobile homes or
because the person they
9432 after 5p m.
drooms, - also sleeping R.V.'s. Nothing down
Movies. Call or
visit is usually a parent
too. Parents share your UPRIGHT piano. 8200. rooms. Zimmerman from $39 month.Phone
com• In for
Apts. S. 16th St. free: Mr Fuller, 1-800concern for quality 753-1206 or 759-1020
details.
521-4996 or write B7W-6009.
education and a
•
24. Miscellaneous
VERY Private fur- Land. 3650 Dixie Hwy.
Dixieland
stimulating
home
leart t
ning environment. If 8,000 LB. Ramsey nished Apartment in Drayton Place, Ml.
Shopping
48020,. Brokers
winch, all mounting town. Call 753-3964.
you'd like to meet new
Center
Protected.
people, discuss their
hardware. For sale or ONE and Two bedroom
753-7670
children's educational trade. Call 753-6555 or apartments, near down
:EDIVII'll I I 14..,-;
town Murray. Call 753STROUT
needs, and earn a good 753-9648.
4109, 762-6650 or 436-2844.
Income contact us toREALTY
BURLEY Tobacco
day. Full time and part
SMALL apt. near New
Base.
Trade
for
dark
time opportunities for
Concord. $50 month
men and women. Call fire base. Call 753-8748.
through winter months.
SHIRLEY DAVIS TAX
for information. Phone CASE garden tractor, Nice with electric heat.
Lou Ann Phloot 753-6843
SERVICE now taking
model 224, 14 h.p., good Call 436-2427.
753-5570 for interview.
Wayne Wilson 753-5088
appointments. Will
condition, 38" mower. TOP
PART-time
quality 2 BR brick
director for
Joe L. Kennon 436-5676
prepare your returns 6. Help Wanted
Community Theatre, 1-247-7015 after 5p.m.
duplex $250/month.
1912 Coldwater Road
ANYTIME! Your place
I REWOOD for sale. Call Call 753-6291 after
ARTIST'S models, July 1, 1984 through
Murray. Kentucky 42071
or mine. Or pickup and
temporary part-time, $5 July 1, 1985. Send 436-2197.
4:30p.m.
(502) 753-0186
deliver. No extra
per hr. Experienced resume by Jan. 30 to PIREWOOD for sale, TWO bedroom duplex
Anytkne
charge! Federal and
and artistic sensatively Purchase Players, P.O. Call 753-5463 or 753 014-4.
now available, stove, reJOE L. KENNON
Ky. short forms - $12.50
preferred.
Work
Box
will
173,
be
Mayfield, Ky. FIRE Wood. Seasoned frigerator, carpet, reBroker
toz„both. Call 436.5574.
assigned according to 42066.
Licensed & Bonded
oak, tree trimalisp- and --Sell:1y redecorated. Deneed for models for
removing hedges and posit required, couple
spring semester 1984.
shrubs. Free estimates. prefered, no pets, Call
Contact Art Dept., 9. Situation Wanted
438-2756.
753-5476.
44 Lots for Sale
Murray State UniversIN home nursing. Have FLASHING ARROW
ity. 762-3784. EOE/MF.
1901 WESTWOOD Dr.,
references. Well SIGN. $60 per month. 33. Rooms for Rent
Murray, Ky. ApRent to buy. FREE rent
trained. 753-9472.
ROOM for rent. One proximately 90x124 ft.
first
month,
Portable
RESPONSIB
LE mother
block from University. Tel. 759-4951.
INDUSTRIAL
wants to babysit your sign, $225. New and Call 753-1812 or 759-9680.
BEAUTIFUL 4 acre
used.
Call
NURSE
502-782-2922.
baby or small child.
wooded lot. Northwest
Experienced. 759-1692.
OAK firewood, $25 rick.
of Murray. Must sell
34.
Houses
for
Rent
Typing Service. Ask for Billy Duncan.
753-6186.
A major industrial
P.O. Box 45. Call 753- 489-2104.
3 Br house, 1639 Miller WOODED
acreage sites
0406.
SEASONED hickory, oak, near University. 492- from 1 acre to 10
manufactuser boated
acres.
mixed hardwoods, 8225.
WILL do any type o
Aurora. Ky. and Ky
in Paris, Tenn. has an
house work. 3 years 830/rick delivered. Min. 5 ROOM office suite. Lake area. From $3,995
immediate opening
experience. Have re- order-2 ricks. Call John Located 703 S. 4th St. for homes, mobile
ferences. Send all re- Boyer at 753-0338.
next to Black's De- homes, or R.V.'s, nofor a fuN time plant Inplies to P.O. Box 789, WHILE they last. 12 Volt corating Center. See thing down from $39
dustrial
nurse.
ApPADUCAH Gun Show,
Murray.
Auto Batteries, S15 Ex- Carlos Black, Jr. or call month. Phone free Mr.
Jaycee Civic Center,
plicants must have a
753-0839 or 436-2935.
WILL o baby sitting day change. Call 753-3711.
Fuller 1-800-521-4996.
Saturday and Sunday.
or night in my home. Call WOOD for sale. A COUPLE of young Write B-Land 3650 Dixie
RN
or
LPN
certificate
Gun door prize.McCann
759-4803,
ladies
wants to share a Hwy., Drayton Plains,
759-1260.
as well as experience
Gun Show 618-337-7543 or
WOULD like bid on 50 to WOOD for sale. $22.50 house. Located near MI. 48020. Brokers pro502-851-3377. Next show
I, processing medical
MSU
and downtown tected Classification 100 loads of field dirt, rick delivered. Also
Frb 4 - 5.
sand or gravel de• build plank fences. 759- with 1 or 2 other ladies. real estate.
insurance
and
Call Rebekah, 759-4172.
livered in Murray. Call 9313 after 5p.m.
workers compensa753-3557
SMALL house, fur- 46. Homes for Sale
tion claims. Qualified
Dance To
nished. Available now. 3 BR house, natural gas
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
10. Business Opportunity
1801 /
1
2 W. Main. 753- heat, central air, adapplicants may obGoing
12x60 1972 MOBILE 3984.
ditional living space or
tain further informaMy Way
home with 2/
1
2 acres, SUPER 3 BR brick, 2 efficiency apt. with 48. Auto Services
new
well.
Both
tion
for
by calling
Fri. & Sat.
bath, central h/a, 1 separate entrance. New
HODGE'S
$15,000 or will split up. mile northwest. COL- storage building, 12x16 IMPORT Auto Salvage
901-642-1120 Ext.
Jon. 13 /A 14
436-2714
after
5p.m.
many extras. 2 blocks New and used parts for
TAX SERVICE
EMAN RE, 753-9898.
273 between the
8-12
L2x60 TRAILER, partly
from college in quiet most imports at reNow open for
furnished. 10x30
neighborhood. Sale by asonable prices. 474
hours of 8 a.m.-3
Murray Eagles
2325.
1984
Tax
aluminum patio cover. 36. For Rent or Lease
owner. 753-3949.
p.m. Equal OpporFor members
Location: C-3 Fox EXCELLENT lot on 121 3 BR house, natural gas VW engine rebuilt. 1600
Season, 7 years
tunity Employer.
and
their
Meadows. 753-0031.
Bypass. Will build for heat, central air, ad- Dual Port. 350 Exexperience.
12x70 BREgTWOOD financially perspective ditional living space or change. 474-2325.
guests.
1104 Pogue
Custom Built mobile suitable tenant on lease efficiency apt. with 49.
ITXAS OIL COMPANY
Used Cars
home, completely fur- basis. 753-3557
separate entrance. New
Ave.
needs mature person
1968 PLYMOUTH Benished
storage
washer
building,
and
12x16
for short trips sur502 759 1425
dryer, 2 BR, 2 complete
TAXES filed
many extras. 2 blocks lvedere. Manual trans
Short rounding Murray. Conbaths. Call 901-232-8256 37. Livestock -Supplies
from college in quiet Good condition.
Forms $7.50, Itemized tact customers. We
or inquire at Hickory
neighborhood. Sale by 759-4409.
$15.00. Now, -offering in train. Write P.Q.
10 GOATS. $15 each.
Hill Grocery.
owner. 753-3049.
home service for shut-ins. Dickerson, Pres ,
1972 MAVERICK, 6
436-5806
Call Joyce Noel Tax Ser- Southwestern Petro1074 14x/0 MOBILE
406 S. 12th St., Murray. 3 cylinder automatic.
3
COWS
coming
with
vice at 489-2440 for leum. Box 789, Ft.
home, 3 BR. 11
/
2 bath.
BR brick house, electric good transportation,
third calves. 4 cows
appointment
Call 753-8810 or 753-4589.
753-6505.
Worth, Tx. 76101.
heat, insulated, recoming second calves. 4
OWN
YOU!
OWN
wired. To be moved by 1973 CHEVROLET K-20 4
1978 --CITATION 14x70 heifers
DESIGNER JEAN AND
coming with buyer. 1-502-554-9660
.
mobile home, 3 bed- first calf
wheel drive truck, 3 year
in Feb. 4
SPOIETWIAlt STOW
room, 2 bath. Leaving heifers
old red bone squirrel dog.
not bred. 1 year 4 BR house, on 121 af
town, must sell. Re- old register
Call 435-4557 after 7pm.
National Company offers unibulls and Stella. 2 acres land.
TECHNICAL ASSISTANT-City of
asonable. 753-0479 days, one
que opportunity selling nasteer, 700 lbs. All outbuilding. Call 753- 1074 TOYOTA Celica
759-9620 nights and cows registered
5566.
GT, 5 speed, $600.
Murray Planning Department. Clerical
tionally advertised brands at
Black
weekends.
owner, 3 bedroom, 753-4076.
substantial
your
Angus.
sayings
Call
to
437-4385.
skills required. Application are
/
2 bath, large kitchen, )981 CHEVROLET
11
customers This is for the
28 Mobile Homes for Rent
den, private living Chevette 2 dr., ac.,
available in the Planning Departments,
fashion minded person,
38.
Pets
-Supplies
room,
walk in closets. radio, excellent condi
12x65 2 BR trailer
qualthed to own and operate
City Hall Building, Fifth and Poplar
753-7637 or 759-4588.
AKC Bassett puppies and kidney shaped pool tiOcl. 23,000 miles. Local,
this high Profit business
w/bath
house, large one owner car. 753-0211.
Streets.
RENTAL Mobile homes AKC Beagle puppies.
patio, privacy fence,
rnyestment
$20,000
00
inand
wormed
apts.
as
as
low
and
$96
a
shots,
Call
The city of Murray is an Equal Opporlarge lot, storage bldg. 1976 MONTE Carlo.
cludes beginning inventory,
month and up. Call 489-2599.
nice clean, 1 owner.
tunity employer. Operating under an
fixtures. Supplies, training,
753-3280.
AKC registered minia- Call 753-09e2.
Tenn. car, red. 753-3378.
opening
grand
air
arid
TRREE
tare
bedroom
gRXEL
brick
31
ture
-77.FilThi
%
h
Shelties.,
oo
LHASA,
affirmative action plan.
1976 TRANS AM, t-top,
person to roitiorate trainmonth, $100 deposit. 1 ATSO English Springer Ranch style home on p.s., p.b.. air. electric
ing center
mile north of Almo Spaniels, Bassett Hound acreage in Lynn Grove, windows, new interior.
POO 100041.1111 ANO 1*0Heights,• old 641. 753- puppies. 1st shots and wood burning stove, low $2,975. 759-4885
after
POIMAATT004 CALL TOLL
wormed Deposit will utilities. Call 435-4559 4:30p.m.
5618.
Pill 1-800-2314433.
hold. Also other AKC after 5pm
nnANCINO AVAILAIK1
29 Heating and Cooing
Breeds for sale. Call
Ter Oviellflod AppOseiele
rISIIER Wood §tove 489-2495.
First Class Repair Sievia
with fire place screen,
on Stereo's & TV.'s
$300. Call 753-34318 after 41
Public Sales
14
Want to Buy
Would you enjoy direct patient
5p.m.
Work Guaranteed
ilLterRtt stove. Call
care?
753-2896.
VVcsr I el of SC:91LO VI
Do you have talent in personal
RAW Furs. Raccoon.
communications?
222 S. 12th St.
INSIDE
753-51165
mink, muskrat, red and
gray fox. opossum, beWould you desire the challenge
MOVING
aver, coyote McClellan.
of developing interpersonal relaSALE
Pulaski, Ill. 618-342-6316
tionships with patients?
trgift air
s
Fri.
& Sat.
different
4
If these questions pork your curiosity
Dill EJectric, 753-9104
8-4
brands
to
VACANT lot within city
and you would Ike to explore the poten1701 Keenland
choose from.
Call 753-2826
I, Willard Windle, am
no longer responsible
for any debts other than
my own as of 01-13-84

49. Used

TLC
Specializes in General Cleaning For:
Churches
Businesses
Homes
We PROFESSIONALLY
(and economically)
steam or dry clean carpets
strip ond re-finish floors
wash windows, walls, etc.
WE CLEAN EVERYTHING WITH

TENDER, LOVING CARE
759-9754 or 759-1134
Free Prkieg Os Laseolioe
Wecy & Ilkook•Morriegfee

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 368.50
°Ported
Today
374.00
5.50
UP
C

SILVER PRICES
Saver
Closed
Yestardsy
7.96
°Pawl
Today
8.24
Up

.21

•••..

SILVIR
0010
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Church gets new minister

OBITUARIES

•••••

C.D. Adams
funeral rites
on Saturday

Services planned for Alton

Jones' rites to be Saturday

Services for R.H.
Final rites for Daniel
Born July 24, 1891, in
Mr. Jones, 88, 214
(Rube) •Alton will be Calloway County,
Jones will be Satur- North 13th St., died
Otis
he
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the was the son
of the late day at 2 p.m. in the Thursday at 7:10 a.m. at
chapel of Max Churchill John St. John Alton
and chapel of J.H. Churchill Murray-Calloway CounThe funeral for Colie
Funeral Home. The Julie Smith Alton.
Funeral Home. The ty Hospital.
Dee Adams .will be
Rev. John Churchwell
Rev. R.J. Burpoe will
He is survived by his
He
is
survived
by
two
Saturday at 11 a.m. in
will officiate. Mrs. daughters, Mrs.
wife, Mrs. Flora Young
Dick officiate.
the chapel of Max ChurOneida White will be and Mrs. Robert
Burial will follow in Jones; stepdaughter,
chill Funeral home. The
organist and soloist.
Waldrop; one son, Spring Creek Cemetery. Mrs. Elizabeth
Rev. Dan Leslie will ofPallbearers will be James Clyde Alton;
Friends may call at Thomas; one brother,
ficiate. Music will be by
grandsons. Burial will seven grandchildr
en; the funeral home after 2 Arthur C. Jones; three
Jimmy and Linda
follow in the Murray nine stepgrandchildren; p.m. today (Friday).
step grandchildren.
Wilson.
Memorial Gardens.
four greatPallbearers will be
Friends may call at grandchildren ; four
Joe Pat „Johnson,
the funeral home after 4 S tep greatDonald Haneline, Otto
WASHINGTON (AP) distribution of a
p.m. today (Friday).
grandchildren
Chester, Les Douglas,
— The $50,000 Albert 60-second radio spot anMr. Alton, 92, Rt. 2,
Thurston Furches and
Einstein Peace Prize nouncement featuring
Hazel, died Thursday at
Paul Alexander.
that went to Chicago's Pope John Paul II
4:45 a.m. at the home of
Burial will follow in
Cardinal Joseph Ber- speaking on nuclear
a daughter, Mrs.
the Bazzell Cemetery.
nardin is being catastrophe.
Herbert Dick.
Friends may call at
allocated to six projects
the funeral home after 2
The grants were made
to spread the message
p.m. today (Friday).
of the U.S. Catholic by a bishops' committee
Mr. Adams, 64, Rt. 7,
Services for Kenneth bishops' letter against of the U.S. Catholic ConMayfield, Coldwater
Bell, formerly of Mur- nuclear warfare.
ference, to which Bercommunity, died
ray, were conducted on
They range from a nardin turned over his
Wednesday at 4:40 p.m.
Jan. 1 in the chapel of video program based
on prize money to help proat Murray-Calloway
LOUISVILLE, Ky. Crain Funeral Home, a symposium about
the mulgate the teaching
County Hospital. He was (AP) — Former Shively Mound City, Ill.
letter for use in schools letter. He had been
a retired employee of Police Chief Michael
The Rev. Paul Prater to aid students Eaten- awarded the prize as
Kentucky Highway Donio will start serving officiated. Burial was in ding the
University of chairman of a commitDepartment.
his five-year prison the Rose Lawm Notre Dame Academy tee that drafted the letHe is survived by his s term one month from to- Cemetery in Bardwell.
of Peace in Jerusalem ter, adopted by U.S.
wife, Mrs. Clara Ann day in a Gulf Coast
Mr. Bell, 66, America, to development
and bishops last May.
Hughes Adams; one camp without walls or Ill., died Dec. 29 at his
son, Pat D. Adams; fences.
home.
daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Bill Hilen, of the U.S.
He was a retired
Charlotte Colson; one marshal's office, said school teacher having
sister, Mrs. Myrtle Donio's law enforce- taught in the Karnak,
Rogers; one grandson, ment background was Grand Chain and Cairo,
John Colie Adams.
partly the reason for his Ill., Public Schools. He
assignment to the camp was a member of the
at Eglin Air Force Base Mound City United
Martin Luther was the near Fort
Walton Methodist Church.
most prolific religious Beach, Fla.
His wife, Mrs. Jackie
figure in history, acDonio pleaded guilty Bell, died June 26, 1983.
See Tuesday's Paper
cording to National Jan. 6 to a federal extorHe is survived by one
We Deliver
753-1314
Geographic. It says that tion charge after taking son, David Bell of
from 1516 to 1546 he cash from a strip joint America, Ill., and one
wrote, on the average, a operator for not enforc- brother, Bernard Bell of
treatise every two weeks. ing the law there.
Murray.
ON QuAury 604 Lona Granite hstias Ord
OP%
"
do
sigma"in
With Rendes all Pieta
r
i

'
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Peace prize to six projects

Former chief
of police
serving term

Kenneth Bell
dies; rites,
Mound City

DeVantis

20 oz. Sirloin For Two
with Potato & Salad- Bar
395
Hot Chili or Soup on Salad Bar

The Rev. Thomas
(Toby) Schellingerhout
Is the recently called
pastor of the First
Presbyterian Church,
16th and Main Streets,
Murray.
He and his wife, Penny, come to Murray
from the Presbyterian
Church in Buhl, Idaho.
They have two sons who
reside in St. Louis, Ma.
The Rev. Schellingerhout is a native of
the Netherlands. He
received his Bachelor of
Theology Degree from
the University of

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

I.
..i1•

IN

Stock Market
Prices furnished
Miehigan

by

Industrial Average
Air Products
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford
G.A F
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil

First of

46%
27%
65%
2814
52%
453k
17%
57%
78

-6.18
+
unc
+%
-14
-%
-%
-%
-%
-%

LB M
Jerrie.°
J.C. Penney
Johnson & Johnson
K Mart
Mary Kay Cosm
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal Mart
Wendy's
Wetterau
A.L. Williams

119% -1%
17% unc
55% -1
39% -%
32% -%
15% +
40% +%
60% unc
38% -7
4
37% -%
39% -%
37% +
20% -14
19% unc
12% unc

C.E.F.Yield

9 13

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476

1
1982 Chevy Scottsdale

OP%
0110

Short bed, p.s., p.b., a.c., radio, 2
tone, 13xxx miles.
$7,877

-

753-2617

Now Only

,
-4 ""

r•ae

Oh-

$1,295"
8 H.P. 30' Cut Ri er
[Elect Start)
Reg $1,301.95

$1 17500

Now Onl

21" Self Propelled
6 Forward Speeds
3/
1
2 H.P. Briggs
Hivac Cutting
Action
Reg $411 95

01

$38195
/VA

1 2% A.P.R. Financing
7/
Available
During Month of Jan.
Come By & Register For Free Color
T.V. To Be Given Away Jan. 28th
111EUZ3011

RENTAL4SALES
CENTER

641 S. Murray

Across From Uncle Joff's

EHEVR 0 LET

r.4 •

11 H.P. 30" Cut Rider

5114/0
/01 r

DWAIN TAYLOR
SHEVR 0 LET

•

We con •r-move stumps ap\
to 24 b.
th- ground
435 4343 or 435 4319

Save $30.00

I 7 _

I
I

141( STUMP
REMOVAL

Reg $1,422 95 (Elect Start)

Now Only

:

Rev Thomas
Schellmgerhout

Pre-Season Close Out
On All 1983 Snappers

ei

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Utrecht in 1954.
The new pastor did
further graduate work
at the reformed
Theological Seminary in
the Netherlands, and at -•
Eden Seminary in
Webster Grovel, Mo.
The Schellingerhouts
came to the United
States in 1956. They
have served
Presbyterian Churches
In Arizona, Missouri and
Idaho.
The couple is residing
at the church parsonage, 1705 Parklane
Ave.

200E. Main

or/
no

STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

753-8201

Net

Olympic
Plaza

Wheels Are Turning At

MURRAY WHOLESALE OUTLET
Sale Ends Sat. Jan. 14

ed Down 60%
Ladles Underclothes

•

Installation
On Carpet Of 20 Yd.
Or More Sold
During Jan. & Feb...
**********
Check Out Our Prices
Before Buying!!
*********
Wallpaper Sale

v eqs smog ()Bum spni

0 Free Free4
.
•1.
0e
*le

$A 00 $800
& $/OW DR
go 1

Over Stocked Must Go
*********

All

Dress Shirts

Men's
And Western Shirts
Dee Cee & Brand Names

50%

Off On Selected
Gifts, Brass, Figurines,
Chimes, Ginger Jars

/4(frif
BEL-AIP DECOR STORE
Be! Air Shopping Center
753-3642

Men's
8 inch Shoes
N

$2695

Mention This Ad
Get $2.00 Off

to '2895

".
#Va
7
44
l
ee' Cb
;oU
4

44

